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With more than 375 funds, and assets of almost $200
million, Toronto Community Foundation is one of
Canada’s largest charitable foundations. Community
vitality has been our purpose, promise, and passion
since 1981, when we started connecting donors to
community needs and opportunities. We help people
invest in Toronto, making it the best place to live,
work, learn and grow. We monitor the quality of life in
our city, identifying its strengths and weaknesses
through our Toronto’s Vital Signs® report. We provide
the leadership and guidance to bring people together
from all parts of our community. We exist for Toronto for now and for always.

Toronto: highly desirable but seriously unaffordable
Toronto's got it all. When compared to other major cities around the world, we’re right
up there.
According to the 2008 MasterCard index of 75 leading global centres of commerce,
we’re 13th in livability and 4th in ease of doing business – in the world.
And when it comes to innovation we stack up even higher reaching second place in
North America and among the top 20 cities globally.
We also have a highly desirable quality of life says Mercer in its 2009 Quality of Living
Survey, with Toronto ranking 15th out of 215 global cities for the fourth year in a row.
We’re even 3rd in the world for the least amount of time it takes to earn enough for a
“Big Mac”, according to a UBS report.
At home, our standing is equally strong. While we cannot claim to have shielded
ourselves from the affects of the global recession, in many respects we’ve fared better
than most cities in Canada. Toronto is the second wealthiest city in the country after
Vancouver, with an average household net worth of $562,000.
When we look within the boundaries of our city we see that crime levels fell in 2008 for
the fifth year in a row, water usage continues to drop, and we have greater access to
healthy, local food as farmers’ markets proliferate.
We’re more prosperous. We’re more creative. We’re safer. We’re greener. We are
the full package. Toronto is truly “world class”.
So folks, enough about that. Can we move on now?
Yes, this year’s Vital Signs Report reflects a strong city back to us. It reveals another
glaringly different picture too – a picture we must act on if we want to preserve what
we’ve got, because the fine balance that is Toronto is much better kept than recovered.
Toronto is rated “seriously unaffordable”, ranking 190th internationally, and 29th in
Canada, with median housing prices 4.8 times median household incomes.
Toronto is approaching the same company as Italy and Japan – countries with the
world’s oldest populations – when it comes to our Older Dependency Ratio – a measure
of the pressure on a community as the population ages.
And we are in a country that ranks last among 14 western nations in spending on early
learning, childcare, and kindergarten programs.
We also know that too many of us are much worse off than others – some having to
choose whether to feed the family or pay the rent.
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The average cost of basic nutritious food for a family of four in Toronto rose by 9.4%
over two years. This same family on social assistance would need to spend 33% of its
income on food and 72% on rent – that’s more than they have and doesn’t include
other basic needs. More than 30% of children five and under are in families that are
below the Low Income Cut-off and the median employment income for families in 2006
was 20% below the provincial median.
Access to affordable housing is increasingly out of reach. In the mid-1990s there were
two low-income families for every one moderate-rent market unit of suitable size. By
2006, there were seven such families for every one unit.
Toronto has the highest proportion of seniors in the GTA and nearly double the rate of
low income seniors in Ontario. Sadly, more seniors are living alone, cut off from family
and community.
The youth unemployment rate surpassed 20% in June 2009, up 5% in just one year and
4% higher than the national rate. And there are almost twice as many youth gangs as in
2000.
Recent immigrants are three times more likely to have lost jobs due to the economic
downturn than their Canadian-born colleagues. And for those who still have jobs, the
earnings gap widened significantly. Twenty-five years ago, immigrant women earned 85
cents for each dollar earned by Canadian-born women. Now they earn just 56 cents,
even though their levels of education have grown at a faster rate.
In sum: if you’re poor, you’ve gotten poorer. If you’re old you’re more likely to be poor.
If you’re new to this country the recession has hit you hardest. And if you’re young,
brace yourself for what’s ahead.
The taxpayers of tomorrow will be saddled with the monumental weight of billions of
dollars of debt created by the previous generation and the heightened costs of
supporting our ageing population. In Toronto, there will be more seniors than children
in 25 years requiring supports and services at a level not yet available.
What’s even more startling is the sweeping shift in income levels across our
neighbourhoods. In 1970, 66% of Toronto neighbourhoods were middle income. In
2005, just 29% were classified as middle income. As researchers project forward to
2025, we can expect middle income neighbourhoods to have been eroded to a mere
20%, with most having slid down the economic ladder.
But what does this all mean?
We will not be able to count on immigration to support our declining population and
workforce because life here is getting just too hard for newcomers. Those immigrants
who decide to take the risk and make Toronto home will simply not have the same
earning power.
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Young families will choose other cities where the cost of living is lower and affordable
housing is available.
The polarizing gap between rich and poor will reduce social cohesion leading to
increased crime and disengagement.
We will not be competitive in the knowledge economy because we did not invest in
early learning.
The data suggests that all of this lies ahead. But, demographics need not be our
destiny. We can choose our future.
We need to harness all our unique advantages to find new solutions to new problems
we have not yet faced. We need to create a more efficient city that can withstand the
inevitable shifts ahead. We must invest more in education and youth, in particular. We
must demand our governments lead with policies that go beyond their own narrow
electoral horizon. We must move beyond the here and now and invest in the
Torontonians of tomorrow. And above all, we must not forget what makes this city
“world class” are its people - all of them.
At the Toronto Community Foundation, we believe that the knowledge and creativity
that rank us so high internationally can not only take us out of this recession, but can
make us stronger and more resilient.
It is our hope is that this report will reach far beyond the framework of our Community
Foundation. We have what it takes to build the city of tomorrow. Let’s not let it go to
waste.
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Notes:
1.
The “City of Toronto,” “Toronto” or “City” refers to the former Regional
Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, which consisted of the former cities of
Toronto, Etobicoke, North York, Scarborough, York and the Borough of East
York.
2.

The “Toronto Region” or “Region” refers to the Toronto Census Metropolitan
Area (CMA), the largest metropolitan area in Canada, stretching from Ajax and
Pickering on the east, to Milton on the west and New Tecumseth and Georgina
on the north. Almost half the population of the Toronto Region resides in the
City of Toronto.
The Toronto Region is an area slightly smaller than the Greater Toronto Area
(GTA) and is comprised of the City of Toronto plus 23 other municipalities: Ajax,
Aurora, Bradford-West Gwillimbury, Brampton, Caledon, East Gwillimbury,
Georgina, Georgina Island, Halton Hills, King Township, Markham, Milton,
Mississauga, Mono Township, Newmarket, Tecumseth, Oakville, Orangeville,
Pickering, Richmond Hill, Uxbridge, Whitchurch-Stouffville and Vaughan.

3.

The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) refers to the entire area covered by the regions
of Halton, Peel, York, Toronto and Durham. The area is slightly larger than the
CMA.

4.

Trends have been illustrated by the use of arrows. The timeframe can be
inferred from the text of the particular indicator. There is no symbol attached to
indicators that do not include comparisons over time, or where a trend could be
interpreted both positively and negatively.
Trend
No significant change
Upward positive
Upward negative
Downward positive
Downward negative

Symbol
Ù
×
×
Ø
Ø

5. See Glossary at the back of this document for a list of definitions.
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Who we are :
o

o

o

o

o

o

a City of 2,650,000 people, vitally linked to the life of the larger Region
(5,500,000 people travel in and out of Toronto for work and school and
recreation)
a truly globalized metropolitan centre, one of the most diverse
anywhere on earth, with the second highest percentage of foreign-born
residents in the world (Dubai has the highest) 1
a vibrant population of visible minorities, more than 1,100,000 people
(almost half the City’s population in 2006) drawn from almost every
country in the world 2
a hub of talent, ingenuity and tolerance, enough to rank it near the top
of the class among the world’s creative cities, and to position it for
prosperity 3 4
a populace growing older, with a median age of 38.4 (a year younger
than the national median age, but 5 years older than the median age in
Red Deer, Alberta – one of the youngest populations in the country) 5
a City of disparities and increasingly localized poverty, where health,
employment prospects and access to basic services are linked to
neighbourhood income levels.
Visible
Minority

Population Characteristics, City of Toronto, 2006 6
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Immigrant Status and Period of Immigration, City of Toronto, 2006 7

Toronto continues to be recognized globally as a powerful centre of commerce
with a highly desirable quality of life:
• Toronto ranked 13th among worldwide centres of commerce and 3rd in North
America (after New York and Chicago) on the 2008 MasterCard index of 75
leading global cities. Among the seven dimensions measured, which include
economic stability, knowledge creation and information flow, and financial flow,
Toronto outperformed US cities on ease of doing business (placing 4th globally,
after Singapore, Hong Kong and London), and 13th overall on livability. 8
•

For the fourth year in a row, Toronto joined the company of Brussels,
Wellington, Copenhagen and Bern, ranking 15th out of 215 global cities in the
2009 Mercer Quality of Living Survey (just ahead of 16th placed Ottawa). Ù
Vancouver was the top ranked Canadian city in the survey (in 4th place again in
2009), which measures indicators such as health care, housing, infrastructure, the
arts and crime. The best ranked US city was Honolulu, in 29th spot. 9

•

On the 2008 KPMG competitiveness ranking (an index of 27 components of the
costs of doing business including facility and transportation costs, labour
availability and taxes), the Region ranked 15th in 2008, among more than 100
cities in 10 countries, and ahead of US cities such as Chicago, New York and
Philadelphia. 10

•

Toronto consistently ranks in the top 20 world cities for the number of patents
registered each year (considered one of the most direct measures of innovation).
The World Intellectual Property Organization listed Toronto at number 17 in
2008 (the same ranking as in 2005, Ù although the annual number of patents
had increased by 32% in 2008). ×
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o

•

Only five countries among the top 20 (Seoul, Beijing, Houston,
Stockholm and Madrid) increased patent activity more rapidly than
Toronto between 2005 and 2008. 11

A vibrant cultural landscape, stimulated by the diversity of Toronto’s population,
the infusion of close to $1 billion in cultural infrastructure renewal, and a dozen
major festivals including new successes such as Luminato and Nuit Blanche,
drew an estimated 26 million visitors to the Region in 2008 and contributed $4.6
billion to the regional economy. An estimated 7,090,000 domestic overnight
visitors represented 3.2% growth over 2007 (and 12.7% over 2006), × while US
visits (which represented just over 19% of the total) continued to decline (by
5.6% over 2007 and 15% over 2006). Ø
o Overseas visitor spending, which grew by 4% in 2008, contributed just
over 30% of the total overnight visitor spending in Toronto × (US visitors
contributed 28% and domestic visitors 41.5% of the total).
o Toronto’s hotel occupancy declined by 1.4% in 2008 to 67.6%, Ø but the
Region still ranked 10th out of 28 of the largest North American markets
(up from 11th in 2007) with the 5th best growth rate (most other markets
experienced a steeper decline). 12

As the population ages, Toronto’s seniors will outnumber its children within
twenty-five years:
• Toronto has the highest proportion of seniors (aged 65 and older) in the Greater
Toronto Area (GTA). More than half of the seniors living in the GTA (53%) reside
in the City of Toronto:
o Seniors comprised 13.3% of the City population in 2007. Their
percentage (of the total population), has grown by 2% since 1986; 13
o Of these more than 350,000 seniors, women outnumber men by nearly a
third;
o More than 25% of seniors were living alone in 2006 (up 5.4% from 2001)
increasing the challenges of social isolation and access to healthcare; 14
o 21% of seniors were employed at the time of the latest census and more
than half of those worked full-time;
o The number of seniors is expected to increase by 42% over 25 years, so
that by 2031 they make up 17% of the City population;
o In 2006, 39% of Ontario’s low-income seniors (and 68% of the lowincome seniors in the GTA) were living in Toronto. Low-income rates for
Toronto seniors were nearly double the Ontario rate. 15
•

The Older Dependency Ratio (ODR) – the number of people aged 56 and older
for every 100 persons aged 20-64 – is a measure of the pressure on a
community as the population ages. The ODR for the City of Toronto was 25.27
in 2006. In Italy and Japan, the countries with the world’s oldest populations, the
ODR is 33. In countries like Kenya, it is just 6. 16

•

Children currently make up about 16% of the population of the City, although
their numbers are more concentrated in half of Toronto’s neighbourhoods, in
areas of new development and higher immigrant settlement. Between 2001 and
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2006 (the latest census period), the number of young children (0-9) dropped by
an estimated 9.1%. 17 Ø
o Although 40% of the GTA’s 1,035,000 children live in Toronto, the City
has the smallest proportion of children aged 15 or younger. In contrast,
the population of Peel Region comprised 21% children and only 9%
seniors in 2006. 18
•

An aging population means that the City must contend with an aging workforce,
and a shrinking youth population from which to recruit new workers. In 1983, for
every worker over 55, there were 3.7 people aged 20-34 entering the workforce.
By 2006, the ratio had decreased to only 1.9 in the 20-34 age bracket for every
worker over 55. 19 Ø
o One third of officers serving in the Toronto Police Service will be eligible
to retire over the next 10 years. (The proportion of officers over the age
of 50 almost tripled between 1998 and 2007); 20 ×
o The average remaining period of active employment for TTC workers in
Toronto was 10 years in 2006. 21

•

Toronto relies heavily on high immigration levels to sustain its population and fill
jobs. Without immigration, the City’s population would have shrunk an
estimated 10% between 2001 and 2006. 22 And almost half (44%) of recent
immigrants (in Canada 5 years or less) in the City in 2006 were between the ages
of 25 and 44 years when they moved; almost one-quarter (23%) were under the
age of 14. 23

Estimation of Population Growth without Immigration in 24 Communities that
participate in the Federation of Canadian Municipalities Quality of Life Reporting
System: 24
Estimated population growth without immigration, 2001-2006
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Immigration levels remained stable in 2008, but job possibilities and more
affordable housing draw immigrants to communities outside the Toronto Region:
• The number of new immigrants settling in the Toronto Region remained
relatively stable in 2008 (at 86,929 people), Ù but Canada as a whole welcomed
4.4% more immigrants. Ontario was the only province to receive a smaller share
than the year before. Other provinces reported substantially higher growth rates
(BC - 13%, Alberta - 16%, Saskatchewan - 38%, New Brunswick - 13%). 25
•

Immigrants who settle initially in Toronto don’t necessarily stay. On a net basis
(inflow of people minus outflow) in 2006, the Toronto Region lost 13,495
persons to other provinces, 7,386 moved elsewhere in the Province, and the
Region gained 95,076 people from international migration. Overall the Region
gained 74,195 people, which represented an increase of 1.37% in total
population. 26

Net secondary migration of recent immigrants in all 24 Quality of Life Reporting
System communities 2001-2006: 27
Secondary migration of recent immigrants, 2001‐2006 showing net gain or loss
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•

More than two-thirds (68.5%) of newcomers in 2006 to the City of Toronto were
born in Asian countries. The top 10 countries of origin of these recent
immigrants were the People's Republic of China, India, the Philippines, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka, Iran, South Korea, the Russian Federation, the Ukraine and
Bangladesh. 28

•

In 2007 and 2008, for the first time ever, Canada received more temporary
residents (foreign workers and students) than permanent residents. × Temporary
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workers generally fill low-skilled jobs and have few of the supports and
protections accessible to immigrants, close to half of those whom enter Canada
through the federal Skilled Worker Program. 29
The wealth of the Toronto Region (measured in GDP per worker) shrank in 2008 for
the first time since 2001:
• GDP per worker grew at about 1.3% per year (compound annual growth rate)
between 2001 and 2007 but fell by 2% to $92,866 in 2008 from $94,738 in 2007
(in constant 2002 dollars). Ø Even so, a compound annual growth rate of 0.84%
over 8 years exceeded the Ontario rate (0.48%) and the Canadian rate (0.56%).
Toronto was second only to Vancouver in average household net worth in 2007,
and second only to Calgary in average loss of household worth in 2008:
• Research released by Pitney Bowes named Vancouver (average net household
worth $592,851) as Canada’s wealthiest metropolitan centre over 100,000
people, followed by Toronto ($562,173), Calgary ($560,332) and Victoria
($544,542). In 2008, it was estimated that the average household loss in the
value of equity holdings was $29,607 in Calgary and $21,396 in Toronto. 30 Ø
Personal bankruptcies rose in 2008, and the recession continued to exact a high
price in 2009:
• The number of personal bankruptcies in the Toronto Region climbed by 15%
through 2008 to total 12,208 by year-end. × The effects of the economic
downturn continued to be felt in 2009. 4,667 personal bankruptcies were
declared in the second quarter of 2009 (36% of all bankruptcies in the Province),
representing a 29.7% increase in the 12-month period ending June, 2009. 31 ×
•

The business bankruptcy rate (per 1000 businesses) remained stable between
2007 and 2008 at 2.4. Ù The rate actually fell in the Toronto Region by 22.7%
between 2000 and 2008. ØThe Canadian rate declined 6.2% over that time.
o Across Ontario, the number of business insolvencies dropped by 11.6%
in the 12-month period ending June 2009. 32 Ø
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Annual Consumer Bankruptcy Rates: 1990-2008 33

Rate per 1000 population
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Toronto is making strides towards greater fiscal sustainability, creating new
revenue sources, generating new partnerships and attempting to control costs; but
faces challenges in meeting the short-term costs of the recession and in resolving
its structural deficit: 34
• More than half of City revenues are generated through property taxes (39% of
the 2009 budget) and user fees (15%), which increase at the rate of inflation.
Toronto is constrained in its ability to generate other revenues that would
alleviate its structural deficit:
o Assessment growth is just over 1% of property taxes, due in part to
higher property tax-yielding industrial properties being converted into
lower tax-yielding residential sites;
o New taxation implemented in 2008 (the Municipal Land Transfer Tax and
the Personal Vehicle Tax) makes up less than 2% of the budget; 35
o Provincial grants and subsidies (24% of the budget) are mostly for
provincially mandated or cost-shared programs such as social assistance
and social housing;
o Only 2% of the 2009 budget comes from federal grants and subsidies (a
drop from 3% in 2008). 36 Ø
o Much of the annual financial shortfall is covered through non-recurring
provincial funding and one-time revenues.
•

The Toronto Office of Partnerships, and various City divisions and agencies have
developed a number of creative joint ventures to leverage the City’s assets and
enhance Torontonians’ quality of life while reducing reliance on property taxes
and fees. Public Interest Partnerships include the Regent Park Revitalization, First
Waterfront Place and Bloor Street Transformation. 37

•

In 2008, Toronto established two new corporations. Build Toronto aims to
revitalize neighbourhoods and generate employment through the development
of under-utilized real estate. Invest Toronto will market the City as an investment
opportunity. 38
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Fifty percent of the property tax budget goes to police services, fire and
ambulance, and the TTC:
• 25% of 2009 Toronto property tax revenues will be spent on police services (up
from 24% in 2008); × 11% goes to the TTC; 10.4% to fire services; and 2% to
Emergency Medical Services. 39 All other City programs and services must make
do with the other half of the property tax budget, including the City’s share of
the welfare caseload (projected to rise to a monthly average of 90,000
individuals and families in 2009, from 75,708 in 2008). 40 ×
Sources of Revenue for the City of Toronto 2009 Operating Budget

41

*MLTT/PVT - Municipal Land Transfer and Personal Vehicle Taxes
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2009 Operating Expenditure Budget for the City of Toronto ($8.7 billion) 42

•

A number of key drivers of the City finances are affected by a contraction in the
economy. Employment levels and changes in household income affect revenues
from transit and user fees, as well as levels and costs of social services;
decreased business and personal investment impact assessment growth,
construction permits and licensing fees; and national and international market
conditions affect inflation, labour contracts, commodity prices and the cost of
debt. 43

•

The 2009 budget will achieve $94 million in new spending priorities (equivalent
to just over 1% of the total operating budget). 44

•

As a result of the 2008 Provincial Municipal Financial and Service Delivery
Review, the Province of Ontario has agreed to upload the City’s share of the
cost of the Ontario Disability Support Program (between 2009 and 2011) and
the Ontario Drug Benefit program (which has been completed and which saved
Toronto $38 million in 2008). As well, the Province will gradually upload social
assistance (Ontario Works) benefits costs, and in 2012 the costs of court security
will begin to be assumed provincially (to be completed in 2018). The City is still
looking to the Province to upload half of public transit operating costs, but these
shifts will provide Toronto with increased financial security in the face of
economic downturns. 45
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Toronto’s net liabilities grow, in large part to fund transit plans:
• A municipality is not allowed to acquire debt to sustain its operating budget, but
must borrow in order to finance costly capital expenditures. Not to do so would
force the current population to bear infrastructure costs that benefit citizens
many years into the future. Inadequate capital spending in the past, on the City’s
aging infrastructure, has created a significant backlog.
o Over the next five years, major transit investments will be responsible, in
large part, for the City’s increased debt load (sitting at $2.6 billion (net),
at the end of 2008). TTC projects will require $200 annually in new debt,
compared to $40 million average annually for other investments. 46
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Learning:
A highly educated population contributes to the City’s wealth, but income
disparities leave some far behind.
Toronto is a leader in North America in nurturing talent:
• The link between talent – the number of highly educated people in a region –
and the proportion of a population in the ‘Creative Class’ – those who are able
to translate their abilities into high value knowledge-based economic activities –
is one measure of the potential for prosperity. Among Toronto’s peers, the
Region leads in increasing its pool of highly educated people and ranks 3rd on
the Martin Prosperity Institute Talent Ranking for its share of workers in the
Creative Class. 47
•

In the City of Toronto, two-thirds of the labour force (66.9%) had obtained postsecondary education (a certificate, diploma or degree) in 2008, up from 63.5% in
2007. ×This compares to 63.4% in the Toronto Region and 57.9% of the
Canadian labour force. Less than ten percent of the City’s workers (9.1%) were
not high school graduates, compared to 11.5% in 2006. 48 Ø

•

Workers in the Toronto Region are gaining significantly greater access to
workplace training. The percentage in 2009 is 64.3%, compared with only 50.3%
in 2006 × (the average for large Canadian cities is 59.1%). However, only 22.5%
undertook workplace training in 2008 (the national large cities average was
24.4%). 49

•

Enrollment at Toronto’s universities (University of Toronto, Ryerson, York and the
Ontario College of Art and Design) dipped slightly in 2007/08 to 147,599 (down
1.3% from 149,514 in 2006/07), Ø but the number of students at the Region’s
colleges (Centennial, George Brown, Humber, Seneca and Sheridan) rose
slightly (1.66%) over the previous year. 50 ×

Every aspect of education is challenged by dramatic demographic shifts,
increasingly diverse student populations and, the demand for innovative and
creative learners:
• Enrollment in most Toronto school boards is projected to continue to decline in
2009/10, while the numbers in schools elsewhere in the Region continue to
swell. The Toronto District School Board is expected to enroll 12.4% fewer
students than 2002/3 numbers, and the Toronto Catholic District School Board
will see an almost 7% drop over the same period. Ø Only the small French
language Boards are projected to increase enrollments. 51 ×
•

The 2008 Toronto District School Board Parent Census indicates that
o The largest proportion of families, are in the lowest income category
(below Statistics Canada’s low-income cut-off (LICO)) and half of all
students in the JK-Grade 6 population are from lower income families.
Over one-fifth are in the highest income range, and less than one-fifth
(18%) are middle income, illustrating the challenge of meeting
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o

o

educational needs in the context of the widening income gap between
Toronto’s young learners.
Over half (55%) of students whose parents were both born in Canada are
in the highest income range ($100,000+ household income). But twothirds of students (64%) with both parents born outside Canada (twothirds of the student population) are in the two lowest income brackets
(less than $50,000 household income).
More than half of all parents (56%) reported that of their children
participate in sports and recreation activities outside school hours. But
almost one quarter (23%) of children never participate in such activities.
41% of children regularly participate in extracurricular arts programs;
more than one-third (36%) never have that opportunity. 52

Annual Household Income Distribution, JK-Grade 6

53

Annual Household Income by Parental Presence at Home, JK-Grade 6

54

After-school programs make a critical difference in safety and skill development:
• The hours between 3 and 6 p.m. are a high-risk period for unsupervised
children. During these hours, children are more likely to engage in gang-related
or delinquent behaviour, or become victims of crime. Children in mid-childhood
(6-12 years old), who spend time in safe and supervised after-school
programming are less likely to experience academic problems, engage in
delinquency or be assaulted.
o 534 full-week after-school programs currently operate in Toronto for 6-12
year olds, accommodating just 9.5% of Toronto’s 192,525 children in that
age range.
o The seven neighbourhoods with the largest number of 6-12 year olds
(15% of the total), located in Toronto’s inner suburbs in the northwest
and northeast of the City, are the least able to provide after-school
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o

o

•

programs. Just 5% of the neighbourhood’s children have an after-school
program to go to. 55
The Toronto District School Board saw suspension/expulsion and
absenteeism rates drop in 2008, in each of the 7 middle schools in its
pilot Model Schools for Inner Cities initiative. The project includes
keeping schools open and engaging young people from inner city
neighbourhoods in educational and healthy after-school activities,
making them less likely to be involved in gang-related activity. The
program is expanding in 2009 to serve 6,000 inner-city and inner-suburb
middle school children (grades 6-8). Model schools will stay open from
3:30 – 8:00 pm and offer a variety of programs. 56
The City is a key provider of after-school care. Its After School Recreation
and Care (ARC) Program began operating 13 sites for school aged
children in 2006, one in each of the 13 city-identified Priority Area
neighbourhoods. During the 2007/08 school year, ARC programs served
3,600 children at 28 locations, with an emphasis on local needs and
accessibility for families in Priority Areas. 57 ×

The percentage of people in the Toronto Region population yet to graduate
from high school continues to fall slowly. 18.6% of those 15 years old and over,
had not completed their secondary education in 2008, (down from 18.9% in
2007, and a dramatic drop from the 32.3% who had not graduated in 1990). 58
o Aboriginal students are less likely to have finished high school. 29.6% of
the Toronto Region Aboriginal population (15 and over) identified in the
last census (2006), had yet to finish high school, compared to 20.3% for
the City as a whole. 59

Toronto schools have yet to meet the special educational needs of all students:
• The number of Toronto elementary schools with English as a Second Language
(ESL) students remained stable in 2008/09. Ù But in the 90% of schools
reporting ESL students, 30% still have no ESL teacher (down from 34% in 2007
and 38% in 2006). Over one quarter (27%) of Ontario’s ESL students attend
Toronto schools. Most regular classroom teachers have no ESL training despite
new provincial policy that recommends (but doesn’t mandate) ESL training for
teachers, particularly in urban schools. 60
The number of full-time librarians in Toronto District School Board elementary
schools fell by nearly 50% in the last ten years, and less than half of physical
education teachers are now full-time:
• Students are inspired to read, and helped to gain research skills by spending
time in the school library. A large majority of teacher-librarians in Toronto’s
schools are now in the library only part-time, and since 2000 there has been a
nearly 50% decline in the percentage of elementary schools with full-time
teacher librarians (from 40% in 1999/00 to 24% in 2008/09). Ø The percentage
of schools with no teacher-librarians rose from 6% in 2007 to 14% in 2008. 61 ×
•

The City of Toronto can still claim the highest percentage of elementary schools
with health and physical education teachers of any region in Ontario, but the
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percentage dropped by 12% in 2008/09 to 66%, from 78% of schools in
2007/08.Ø Less than half (44%) are full-time (down from 49% in 2007/08) Ø and
only half of physical education teachers report that they are able to teach all the
students in the school. 62
The need for fundraising in Toronto schools is a continuing concern:
• The percentage of elementary schools raising $10,000 or less in 2008/09
dropped by 10% to 65% of schools, but 18% of schools raised $20,000 or
more (up from 14% the year before), × continuing to fuel concerns that
unequal community fundraising capacity widens the gaps between schools. 63
o “School generated” fundraising by Toronto boards (including school
fees, charitable donations and income from vending machines)
totalled $68,000,000 in 2007/08. 64
o 46% of Toronto schools report that they fundraise for library books. 65
•

Licensed child care accommodates only 20.8% of Toronto’s children under
the age of 10. There were 268,575 children aged 0-9 living in Toronto
according to the latest census. 56,000 received licensed childcare in 2009.
o Mid-range public rates range from $20 per day for a school-aged
child to $62 per day for an infant. In August 2009, there were 16,000
children on the waiting list for a fee subsidy. The City’s current 24,000
subsidized spaces serve less than one third (28%) of Toronto’s low
income families. 66
o At the current rate of growth across the country (just 10% in the last
15 years) it would take 60 years for Canada to achieve universal
access to regulated childcare. Meanwhile, 71% of mothers in twoparent families and 83% of single mothers are in the workforce. 67
o The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) ranked Canada last among 14 western nations in spending
on early-learning child-care and kindergarten programs. 68

Toronto now has a picture of how ready its young children are to start school, and
a disproportionate number in some high-risk communities continue to experience
multiple challenges:
• The Early Development Instrument (EDI), which measures physical wellbeing, social, emotional and cognitive development and communication
skills, has now been used to assess learning readiness in two cohorts of
kindergarten children across all four Toronto school boards. Used in
conjunction with other measures, such as learning outcomes and
demographic information, the EDI provides communities with a powerful
planning and analysis tool.
o 60 of Toronto’s 140 neighbourhoods (43%) are judged to be at
higher risk of having children with lower EDI scores (based on factors
such as income and unemployment levels, percentage of immigrants
and lone parent families). In a dozen high-risk neighbourhoods,
disproportionately located in the Northwest, children have among
the highest proportion of low scores in the City, and will be
particularly vulnerable in the first critical years of schooling. 69
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Arts and Culture :
Culture and Creativity are key to prosperity
A City rich in cultural resources: 70

Toronto adopted a Creative City Planning Framework in 2008, recognizing that
cultural vitality is as important as economic development, social equity and
environmental sustainability: 71
• Cities alive with culture attract creative people. And people in creative
occupations stimulate the creative economy (one based not on the production
of goods and services so much as on the creation and transfer of intellectual
property). The City of Toronto’s plan to build cultural capacity – growing the
creative sectors, and supporting lively cultural expression at the neighbourhood
level, is based on the conviction that creativity is the basis of a strong and
prosperous City. 72
•

The City of Toronto is increasing its spending on arts and culture, even in the
midst of a severe recession. The 2009 budget allocated over $64 million in
funding, including a 2% increase for its Community Partnership and Investment
Program, which supports artists, cultural organizations, local festivals and events
in neighbourhoods across the City. 73 ×
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•

From street festivals to opera galas, book launches to museum exhibits, the
cultural life of Toronto is as rich as it is varied. In 2008 over 13 million people
attended over 32,000 cultural events funded or programmed by the City of
Toronto (compared to 11.5 million in 2006). 74 ×

•

The per capita cost of all cultural services, including institutional funding and
operations, all arts and culture grants, and special events, such as the Royal
Winter Fair, was $24.82 in 2007 (unchanged from 2006). Ù On gross
expenditures (without factoring in associated revenues) Toronto ranks 2nd of 9
Ontario municipalities (Hamilton spends over $37 per capita), ahead of Ottawa,
Thunder Bay and London. The City ranks first in per capita arts grants ($6.31 in
2007 up from $5.87 in 2006). Toronto’s high ranking is likely due to the size and
diversity of its cultural community and the fact that the Region is Ontario’s
premier tourist destination. 75

Toronto scores high on the ‘Bohemian Index’:
• Toronto scores third among its North American peers (ahead of Seattle, Boston
and Chicago and just behind Vancouver and Los Angeles) on the Bohemian
Index – a measure of whether a region has more or fewer professional artistically
creative people than the average region. The ranking is linked to Toronto’s
relative openness and tolerance, which in turn is associated with the Region’s
ability to flourish in an age that demands high creativity and innovation. 76
•

Employment in the Region’s arts and cultural industries was down by 2.7% in
2008 from the year before. Ø The approximately 81,000 persons employed in
the performing arts, entertainment and recreation as well as in a range of
cultural occupations still represented 2.79% of total CMA employment (51,440,
or 63.5% of those cultural workers were living in the City of Toronto). In
comparison, these industries accounted for 2.18% of Ontario employment and
2.03% of employment in Canada in 2008. 77

Canada’s artists outnumber autoworkers, but half earn less than $13,000 per year:
• Median earnings for Canada’s 140,000 artists (including performers, producers,
artisans, writers, and visual artists) are half what other typical Canadian workers
bring home. Occupations with average earnings similar to artists include data
entry clerks and construction trades helpers. 78
•

Median earnings for the full range of professional arts and culture workers in the
Toronto Region were considerably higher, growing by 0.6% between 2000 and
2005 to $46,123 × (median earnings in the Region as a whole were $45,834 in
2005). 79

Individual spending on arts and culture lags behind some smaller communities in
Canada:
• In 2007, households in the Toronto Region spent an average of $1,150 (in
current dollars) on arts and culture, a rise of 3.1% from 2006. × Toronto Region
households spent 9.3% more than the average Ontario household and 23.4%
more than the Canadian average. 80
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•

Nonetheless, the Toronto Region falls well behind some other smaller Canadian
metropolitan centres in individual spending on culture. 70.4% of households
spent money on reading in 2007, compared to 81.8% in Fredericton, 84% in
Regina and 88.8% in Victoria. Spending on the performing arts also lagged
behind other less wealthy centres (38.7% compared with Charlottetown (41.6%),
Winnipeg (44.6%) and Saskatoon (52.4%). 35.1% of Toronto Region’s
households spent money on museums compared to 48.1% in Calgary. 81

Foreign film and television production in Toronto declined significantly in 2008:
• Productions filmed on-location in Toronto (including movies, domestic and
foreign features and TV specials and series), generated $610,561,000 in 2008, a
23% decrease in income from the $791,412,000 reported the year before. Ø
o Major production spending ($499,231,000 in 2008; 82% of the total) has
declined by an average 7% over the last five years. Ø
o Domestic production actually rose for the second year in a row, by 15%,
to $419,774,000, × but U.S. production shrank by 72%, to less than 20%
of US spending in 2005. Ø Other foreign production spending dried up
altogether, continuing a 5-year annual decline of 43% per year. 82 Ø
Toronto’s Public Library system is a critical community hub, enlarging a sense of
community belonging and engaging the City’s youth:
• The Toronto Public Library (TPL) is the largest library system in North America.
Globally, in 2007, it had the highest per capita circulation of any system in a
centre larger than 1 million people and attracted the highest number of visitors
per capita (tied with Singapore). In Ontario’s larger centres, only Ottawa had a
higher per capita number of visits. 83
o Toronto has more branches (99) than any other library on the continent,
serving and reflecting the City’s diverse neighbourhoods.
o Reversing a recent trend, circulation grew in 2008 by 3% to 29,888,619
and virtual visits increased by 1.1% to 20,607,614 × (although both are
still below 2006 levels). Toronto fell just behind Ottawa and London
among the OMBI municipalities in the cost per library use ($1.83 in 2007,
approximately the same as in 2001, adjusted for inflation). 84 Ù
o TPL delivers almost 26,500 programs (up 9.4% from 24,194 in 2007) ×
ranging from online computer training to celebrations of local cultural
heritage. Total program attendance was 686,116 in 2008, reflecting a
dramatic increase in the number of teens participating in almost twice as
many programs as the year prior. × 59,555 teens – an 82% increase over
2007 – took part in 2,799 programs, offered through RAMP, the youth
online portal to the TLP, where youth can get help with homework, look
for volunteering opportunities or share their writing and art. 85
o Almost 3,000 volunteers, many of them youth, give time and energy to
their local Toronto library, contributing over 94,000 hours in 2007 in
areas like reading and literacy programs, advice on programs and
services, and book sales. 86
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Work:
Recession threatens Toronto’s small but steady job recovery, and youth are
particularly hard hit
After five years of job growth, Toronto felt the impact of recession in 2009:
• The City experienced a fifth consecutive year of job growth in 2008, passing the
1,300,000 mark for the first time in 20 years. 87 ×
•

Total employment was up by 9.4% over the decade (112,300 additional jobs
since 1998). × The proportion of full- and part-time jobs remained stable over
that time. Ù Full-time jobs declined by 1% to 78.2% between 1998 and 2008
and the percentage of part-time jobs increased from 20.7% in 1998 to 21.8% in
2008. 88

•

The proportion of jobs in the office (46.7% of the total in 2008), retail and
service sectors has remained relatively unchanged in Toronto over a decade. Ù
Manufacturing jobs continue to disappear (a loss of 3.6% between 2007 and
2008) Øand are forecast to drop to 10% of total employment by 2012 (from
almost 18% of total employment in 2000). 89 Ø However the institutional sector
(hospitals, schools, etc.) has grown 34.2% in 10 years, to 16.4% of total
employment in 2008. 90 ×

Employment by Occupational Sector for Residents of the City of Toronto,
2008 91
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Recession took its toll as the employment rate in Toronto fell 2 percentage points
and unemployment rose by 37% between July 2008 and 2009:
• 61.4% of people aged 15 and over in the City of Toronto were employed in
2008 (compared to 60.8% in 2007). × At 56.4%, the employment rate for
women was significantly lower than men (66.7%).
o Educational attainment impacts employment levels. The employment
rate in 2008 for Toronto residents with a College diploma or certificate
was 73.9% and with a university degree was 75.6%, compared to just
36.5% of those who had not completed high school. 92
•

By July 2009, the employment rate in the City had dropped to 59.1% (seasonally
adjusted) from 61.3% in July 2008. 93 Ø

•

The June 2009 Regional employment rate of 62% (seasonally adjusted) was
4.2% lower than the 64.4% of the Region’s population who were employed in
June of the year before. Ø The national employment rate was 61.2%, but higher
percentages of the population were working in Calgary (71.6%) Saskatoon (70%)
and Ottawa (66.7%). 94

•

In July 2009, Toronto’s unemployment rate (seasonally adjusted) stood at 10.7%
(up from 7.7% in the same month in 2008). × This was higher than the Regional
rate (10%), the Ontario rate (9.4% up from 6.5% in July 2008) and the Canadian
unemployment rate (8.6% up from 6.1% in July 2008). 95

Youth unemployment in the Toronto Region surpassed 20% in June 2009:
• Youth in the Toronto Region have been particularly affected by the contraction
in the economy. The unemployment rate in June 2009 for 15-24 year-olds rose
to 20.1% from 15.3% in June 2008 (close to the Ontario average rate of 18.9%
and a 31.4% increase over the year). × The national rate was 16% in June 2009,
up from 10.7% the year before. 96 ×
•

The youth unemployment rate in the City of Toronto averaged 15.3% during
2008. 97

The number of Employment Insurance recipients has risen sharply, even though
fewer have access to EI benefits:
• There was a 88% increase in the number of people receiving Employment
Insurance (EI) in the City of Toronto between May 2008 and 2009 (42,680
people compared to 22,700 in May the year before). 98 ×
o In 2008, only about one in four unemployed workers (23%) in the
Toronto area were receiving EI (a decrease of 59% from 1990 when just
over half of unemployed workers received EI benefits. 99 Ø
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Half of Toronto’s workers make less than $20 per hour, but the purchasing power
of Toronto wages is among the highest in the world:
•

In July 2009, the median hourly wage (unadjusted) in the City of Toronto was
$19.81, 4.7% higher than the same month in 2008. × The median hourly wage
in the Toronto Region was $19.95, up 2.6% from July 2008. 100 ×

•

The median employment income for census families (couple or lone parent
headed families) in the City of Toronto in 2006 was $51,200, more than $10,000
below the provincial median of $62,200 and below the median national
employment income of $58,300 for census families. 101

•

One way of measuring purchasing power is by comparing how long someone
has to work to buy an identical, readily available product. Out of 73 global cities,
workers in Toronto rank with Tokyo and Chicago, in having to work the least
time to earn the price of a Big Mac. The average 12 minutes Toronto workers
spend compares with 20 minutes in Paris, 36 minutes in Singapore and 158
minutes in Nairobi. 102

Toronto is home to more than 20% of Canada’s largest head offices, but
employment is likely elsewhere:
• The head offices of close to 22% of the 800 largest Canadian companies are in
the City of Toronto (an increase from 169 in 2006 to 174 in 2008). × Calgary is
second on the 2008 list with 107, followed by Montreal (80) and Mississauga
(63). 32% of Canada’s largest companies were situated in the GTA in 2008.
However, the ranking, which is by revenue, does not necessarily translate into
high employment in the region; employees are often based elsewhere. 103
•

In 2008, the City lost a net 600 business establishments (down to 74,900 from a
14-year high in 2007). Ø Health services, (chiropractors, physiotherapists, etc.)
business services, restaurants and fast food outlets made up most of the 3,960
new entrants in the Toronto market.
o The majority of Toronto business establishments (54.9%) employed four
or fewer people in 2008. The average number of employees was 17.4
and only 2.8% employed 100 people or more. 104
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Getting Around:
Major investments in transit put Toronto on the road to greater economic and
physical health
Toronto’s density poses challenges and provides transportation opportunities:
• High density is not directly related to lower dependence on the automobile and
higher use of public transit, but it does create options for development that
favour alternative transportation patterns. A comparison between the Toronto
Region (27 people/ha) and other metropolitan areas shows that densely
populated European cities like Madrid (74 people/ha) and Berlin (39 people/ha)
have dramatically higher levels of public transit, walking and cycling, while
sparsely populated US regions like Denver (15 people/ha) and Atlanta (6.8
people/ha) depend almost entirely on private motorized transportation. 105
Congestion is costly, and reducing commute times would boost productivity and
prosperity:
• Vehicles travelled over each lane of each kilometre of Toronto’s roads the
equivalent of 2,280,000 times in 2007, making the City the second most
congested among 15 of Ontario’s largest municipalities and regions (narrowly
surpassing Peel). 106 The social and economic costs to the Region are high,
reducing economic output, increasing collision rates and resulting in higher
vehicle emissions. In 2006, it was estimated that the annual cost to commuters in
the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA) was $3.3 billion and the annual
cost to the economy was $2.7 billion. 107
o The estimated excess cost of congestion to City of Toronto residents in
2006 was $555 per capita, in lost time, additional vehicle operating
costs, collisions and emissions. 108
o The Martin Prosperity Institute estimates that Ontario could save $12.2
billion annually in lost wages and 543 million hours of travel every year,
by reducing commute times by 10 minutes within, 15 minutes across,
and 20 minutes between, communities in the Province. 109
Rapid Transit sets records for ridership, but lacks adequate infrastructure:
• The patchwork of transportation systems that serves the GTHA has failed to
keep up with population growth. Construction of rapid transit averaged 135 km
per decade from the 1960s to the 1980s but has stalled in the last two decades.
Elsewhere, (in most US cities, for example) investment has been much higher.
Madrid, with a population 2/3 of the GTHA has built more rapid transit during
the last decade (88 km), than all the region’s subway and light rail combined (77
km). 110
•

In 2008, the Toronto Transit Commission (TTC) made its largest service
improvements in 25 years, including:
o expanding its off-peak bus routes to include at least 30-minute service to
almost all Toronto neighbourhoods, all day, seven days a week; ×
o purchasing 100 new buses and adding approximately 100,000 additional
hours of peak service on 64 routes for 2009; ×
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o
o

installing closed-circuit cameras to improve security in all 1,950 buses
and streetcars as well as in the subway (completed in March 2009);
enlarging the network of accessible bus routes to 127 (up from 103 in
2007) and increasing the number of fully accessible buses to 1,498. × By
the end of 2009, 90% of TCC bus routes will be accessible, using lowfloor or lift equipped kneeling buses. 111

•

The TTC aims for a healthier City environment. In 2008 it
o operated 548 diesel/electric hybrid buses. The bus fleet will be 40%
hybrid by the end of 2009;
o adopted a green procurement plan;
o diverted 76% of its solid waste from landfills; 112
o installed bicycle racks on 1,000 buses (1,350 out of 1,725 buses are now
equipped with racks) ×
o provided new bike lockers at or near TTC and GO Transit stations. There
are now 152 bike lockers (up from 82 in 2007). 113 ×

•

Each weekday about 215,000 commuters use GO transit to get in and out of
Toronto. GO runs 183 train trips and 2,074 bus trips daily during the week.
Ridership continues to exceed expectations. The original GO Train service
carried 2,500,000 passengers in 1967 – its first year of operation. In 2008, the
combined rail and bus system handled 54,682,600 riders (a 7.25% increase from
2007). 114 ×

•

Public transit will become even more essential as the Toronto population ages.
The percentage of people with a driver’s licence begins to decline after age 59.
Without easily available transportation alternatives, seniors risk increased
isolation and lack of access to vital services. 115

Dependency on cars contributes to increased health risks:
• Close to 80% of Toronto households own a vehicle. Those without one are more
likely to use public transit to get to work (80% vs. 26%), to go to school (53% vs.
18%) or to get to leisure activities (64% vs. 14%). They are also more likely to
walk to their destination than those with a vehicle (46% vs. 27%). 116
•

Transportation choices affect our health. One study has determined that each
hour daily, spent in a car, contributes to a 6% increase in the likelihood of
obesity. One km walked each day is associated with a 4.8 % decrease in the risk
of obesity. 117

Active Transportation is a key component of the City’s transportation planning:
• Less than 1% of the Toronto workforce commutes by bicycle. Bicycles can
provide convenient transportation to medium distance destinations, but cyclists
must contend with issues of safety, security and need for amenities like
showers. 118
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•

A large majority of Torontonians (76% in the City overall) think that their
neighbourhood is very walkable. Many residents (81%) walk for recreation, and
exercise is the main reason cited for walking. They report that parks and trails
are, on average, a 12-minute walk from home; libraries and community centres
are 20 minutes away. Only 4% report that their neighbourhood is not walkable.
Barriers to walking include feeling unsafe, traffic levels and the absence or
disrepair of sidewalks. 119

•

People are more likely to be sedentary (and to suffer health problems like
obesity) if they live in a neighbourhood without sidewalks and bicycle paths. 120
Residents in some Toronto neighbourhoods face significant barriers to getting
around without driving. A study of 9 neighbourhoods in Scarborough, North
York and Etobicoke with concentrations of high rises along major arterial routes
and large populations of newcomers, seniors, youth and young families (those
least likely to own a car) has found that most residents rely on walking, in an
urban environment designed for cars.
o Approximately 80% of study participants reported that they did not own
a driver’s licence; about half rely on walking to buy groceries and in some
neighbourhoods, more than 90% walk their children to school (compared
to the less than 25% of children who walk or bike to school across the
Region as a whole). 121

•

Neighbourhoods where active transportation – i.e. walking and biking – is easy
and pedestrians and cyclists feel safe stimulate social integration and pride in
the community. Metrolinx, the agency charged with developing a sustainable
long-term transportation plan for the Region, has four core objectives for
building active transportation capacity:
¾ Integrating active transportation into urban design and reducing
physical barriers;
¾ Ensuring that active transportation is safe and comfortable;
¾ Increasing awareness of the benefits of active transportation; and
¾ When possible, making cycling and walking a realistic first choice
for travel. 122
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Getting Started:
Success for immigrants will be vital to the City’s future wellbeing
Toronto continues to offer newcomers a poor quality of life:
• A major 2009 report by the Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) as part
of its Quality of Life Reporting System (QOLRS), indicates that immigrants in 24
of Canada’s largest municipalities and metropolitan centres continue to face
daunting challenges in obtaining employment, affordable housing and rich
quality of life.
o Immigrants generally arrive in Canada in good health. But a combination
of stress, language barriers, changes in diet and inactivity often translates
into worsening health with each decade in the country, until immigrant
health is worse than the health of non-immigrants. In 2005, almost 45%
of established immigrants (those in Canada 10 years or more) were
overweight or obese (compared to 25% of recent immigrants and just
over 35% of non-immigrants); just over 60% of recent immigrants and
50% of established immigrants in the City were physically inactive
(compared to less than 45% of non-immigrants); 88% of recent
immigrants were non-smokers (compared to 85% of established
immigrants). 123
o Home ownership levels of established immigrants are actually higher
than those of non-immigrants in most QOLRS communities. In the City of
Toronto, just over 60% of established immigrants were homeowners in
2006 (compared to 55% of non-immigrants and 25% of recent
immigrants).
o The price of home ownership can be very high. The housing affordability
gap between recent immigrants and non-immigrants widened in most
communities between 2001 and 2006. 60% of recent immigrant
homeowner households in Toronto were spending more than 30% of
their income on housing in 2006 (the cutoff for affordability). 124 ×
o Immigrant renter households also faced issues of affordability. 53% of
recent immigrants in Toronto were spending more than 30% of their
income on housing (compared to 46% of established and 44% of nonimmigrants), and almost 30% were spending more than 50% of
household income on shelter (compared to 20% of established and 22%
of non-immigrants). Although that figure had dropped slightly since 2001
(from close to 32%), Ø shelter costs exceeding 50% of income create a
heightened risk of homelessness. 125
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Performance of recent immigrants relative to non-immigrants on five key indicators
in 24 QOLRS communities, 2001-2006 126

Earnings gap between immigrants and Canadian-born workers is linked to
language and skills proficiency: 127
• During the period 1991-2006, the proportion of recent immigrants with a
university degree working at jobs with low educational requirements grew from
22% to 28% for men and from 36% to 44% for women. × Established
immigrants did not fare better. For men, the increase was substantial (from 12%
in 1991 to 21% in 2006). 128 ×
o The earnings gap between recent immigrants and Canadian-born
workers has widened significantly over 25 years. In 1980 recent
immigrant women earned 85 cents for each dollar received by Canadianborn women. By 2005, the ratio was 56 cents even though the
educational levels of recent immigrant earners had grown faster than
those of their Canadian-born peers during the period. 129 ×
o In 2006, recent immigrants represented 10.8% of Toronto’s population,
but over 28% of the Toronto labour force working in sales and service
occupations. (Comparatively, 21% of non-immigrants – who comprised
47.8% of the population – worked in the sector). Less than 10% of the
management labour force was represented by immigrants, who make up
more than half of the population. 130
o Immigrants arriving in Canada between 2001-2006 are less likely to have
English or French as a mother tongue than earlier generations of
newcomers. In the City of Toronto in 2006, 10% of recent immigrants
spoke neither official language (compared to 8.5% of established
immigrants and 1% of non-immigrants). 131 One third of the children
starting kindergarten in the Toronto District School Board speak a
language other than English of French at home. 132
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•

Recent immigrants are more than three times more likely to have lost jobs due
to the economic downturn than their Canadian born colleagues, and will face
greater challenges re-entering the job market once the economy rebounds.
Employment levels dropped 1.6% between June 2008 and June 2009, for the
Canadian born population, 3% for established immigrants and 5.7% for recent
immigrants. Ø Difficult economic times only widen the employment gap that
already exists between non-immigrants and immigrants. The unemployment rate
for recent immigrants in Canada is double that of Canadian-born. 133

Immigrant youth unemployment remains high, but some Toronto neighbourhoods
show signs of progress:
• Newcomers to Toronto have settled in large numbers in many of Toronto’s
identified Priority Areas. 8 of these 13 neighbourhoods have greater than twothirds visible minority populations (Malvern and Jamestown are more than 85%
visible minority) and 11 of the 13 are home to a higher than average proportion
of recent immigrants than the City average (which was 10.7% in 2006). Youth
unemployment (which in 2006 stood at 16.6% for 15-24 year-olds in the City was
17.6% in the Priority Areas (a 3.1% increase in 5 years). × In 5 Priority Areas, the
increase in unemployment was less than the City’s average, and in 2 – Jane
Finch (22% recent immigrants) and Kingston-Galloway – there was actually a
slight drop in the unemployment rate. 134 Ø
Immigrant youth are less likely to commit delinquency:
• The City of Toronto’s immigrant youth (13-15 year-olds) who arrived in Canada
after the age of 5 are more likely than their peers to aspire to a university
education, spend the majority of their time with their families and have a close
relationship with their mothers. Those characteristics shield them from property
delinquency as well as violent delinquency, and they report lower rates than
either those who immigrated before the age of five or youth born in Canada
(self-reported property delinquency rates in 2006 were 7.5% vs. 17% for
Canadian-born youth whose parents were also born in Canada). 135
Innovative partnerships link immigrants with the resources and support they
require, and the majority of Torontonians support such initiatives:
• The Mentoring Partnership (TMP), a collaboration between 12 community
organizations and 52 corporate partners, brings together established
professionals and foreign-trained immigrants to provide occupation-specific
support and preparation for entering the Toronto job market. Between 1995 and
mid-1998, TMP had signed on 2,214 mentors to share networks and knowledge
with 3,389 mentees. Almost 85% of participants who completed the program
were employed in their field at the end of 2007, and their average annual
income had risen by 67%. 136 ×
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•

Immigrants are often faced with accessing services from an array of agencies
working in relative isolation from one another. The Library Settlement Program,
an innovative partnership between The Toronto Public Library, Canadian
Citizenship and Immigration and local settlement workers, embodies a new
approach to integrated human service delivery. By 2008, settlement workers
were visibly located, year-round, in 19 TPL branches, and the success of the
program has led to duplication in other Ontario cities. 137

•

Residents in larger Canadian cities are more likely to think that too many
immigrants have settled in their community in recent years than those in smaller
towns (28% vs.14%), but most people in the City of Toronto (77%) think that the
federal government should provide assistance to municipalities to help
immigrants settle in the community. 138

Promoting equity and access pays off in the classroom:
• In 2008, the Toronto District School Board was awarded the prestigious Carl
Bertelsmann Prize for its success in closing the achievement gap between
second generation immigrant students and their non-immigrant peers. (Average
achievement in reading skills in Grade 9 was rated as high as the already highlyranked overall performance for Ontario, with its much lower immigrant
population.) The 150,000 euro award for innovative policies that address key
global challenges, recognized the Board’s work in promoting integration and
providing support to newcomers who make up 80 - 95% of some Toronto
schools. 139
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Health and Wellness:
A little over half of Toronto’s residents report being good health
Torontonians report good mental health and satisfaction with life, but a significant
number experience high levels of stress:
• The 2008 health profile of Toronto residents (12 years old and over) reveals that
o Just over half (57%) perceive themselves to be in very good or excellent
health, (compared to 61% in 2007) Ø and 12.8% are in fair or poor
health;
o 77.5% report being in very good or excellent mental health;
o 86.4% are satisfied or very satisfied with life, but 21.2% (over the age of
15) experience “quite a lot” of life stress (for 35-44 year olds, the
percentage rises to 25.2%);
o One quarter (25.5%) are sometimes or often limited from participation in
activities by disability or illness.
•

Lifestyle choices increase the potential burden on Toronto’s health system:
o 1,316,000 people (58%) report that they are inactive during leisure time,
including 38.9% of youth (almost 94,000 12-19 year olds);
o 44% (18 years and over) self-report that they are overweight or obese (a
Body Mass Index (BMI) of 25 or higher). 13.4% of those (614,777 people)
are obese (a BMI of 30 or more), a rise from 11.5% in 2007. ×
o Only 38.8% eats 5 or more servings of fruit and vegetables each day. 140

The prevalence of illegal tobacco in Ontario may be contributing to underage
smoking rates:
• The number of current smokers (aged 12 and over) in the City of Toronto was
unchanged in 2008 at 18%, from 18.1% in 2005. Ù Among 20-34 year-olds, the
percentage of current smokers actually increased to 25.5%, from 23.8% in
2005. 141 ×
o The number of younger smokers is more difficult to assess precisely, but
Statistics Canada estimated that 9% of Ontario 15-19 year-olds were
current smokers in 2005. An ongoing study commissioned by the
Canadian Convenience Stores Association determined that contraband
tobacco accounts for more than a quarter of cigarettes (26 %) smoked by
this age group in Ontario (up 2 percentage points since 2007). 142 ×
•

There were 2838 non-specialist physicians on the active registry in Toronto at
the end of 2007 (at 107 per 100,000 people, down slightly from 109 at the end
of 2006). 143 Ø 90.4% of the population 12 years old and over had a regular
medical doctor in 2008, about the same as the provincial average and an
increase from the previous year when almost 12% were without access. ×
However among 20-34 year olds, only 82.4% reported having a doctor. 144
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Income inequalities affect almost every measure of health:
• In 2006, of the 36 public health units in Ontario, Toronto had the highest
percentage of people living with low incomes. As income is directly associated
with health, Torontonians, and particularly residents in the City’s poorest areas,
were proportionately less healthy than their wealthier neighbours.
o 16% of women in the lowest income neighbourhoods rated their health
as fair or poor, compared to 6% in the highest income neighbourhoods
(for men the ratio was 12%:5%) 145
o Between 2004 and 2007, the singleton low birth weight (excluding
multiple births) was 6.3 per 100 babies in the lowest income
neighbourhoods and 4.5 per 100 in the highest. In relative terms, the low
birth rate in the poorest areas of the City was 1.4 times the low birth rate
in the richest. 146
o Cardiovascular disease (CVD), the leading cause of death in Toronto, kills
1.7 times more men in Toronto’s lowest income neighbourhoods than in
its highest income neighbourhoods (103 per 100,000 vs. 61). The rate for
women is 44 vs. 25 per 100,000. The CVD rate for men in the lowest
income districts was 13% above the rate for the rest of Ontario. 147
o In one of the few instances where good health and high income are not
correlated, men in the highest income neighbourhoods were more likely
to report being overweight or obese than their poorer neighbours (52%
in the highest income category compared to 40% in the lowest). 148
•

Social assistance recipients in Ontario are particularly vulnerable to ill health.
They are significantly more likely to have diabetes, heart disease, chronic
bronchitis, mood and anxiety disorders, even when other factors, such as
educational attainment, smoking, physical activity and disability status are taken
into account. One in ten considered suicide in the twelve months preceding the
2005 Canadian Community Health Survey. Suicide attempts were 10 times
higher for that group than for those not living with poverty. 149

The majority of Aboriginal residents in the Toronto Region report good health, but
over half live with chronic illness:
• A 2006 Aboriginal Peoples Survey discovered that 55% of First Nations and 68%
of Métis residents of Toronto rated their health as very good or excellent.
Another 27% of the First Nations population and 17% of the Métis rated their
health as good.
•

Out of an estimated 2006 Aboriginal population of close to 27,000 people in
the Toronto Region, over half (58%) of First Nations adults and 55% of Métis
were living with at least one diagnosed chronic illnesses, the most common
conditions being respiratory problems, high blood pressure, heart problems or
the effects of a stroke (22%) or arthritis and rheumatism (27% of the Métis
population, compared with 15.4% of the total Toronto population). 150
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An estimated 1,700 early deaths and 6,000 hospital visits every year are the result
of air pollution in Toronto:
• There were 13 days in 2008 when the City issued smog alerts (Air Quality Health
Index readings of 7 or higher), down from 29 days in 2007. Ø The 10-year
average is 17.7 days. 151
Toronto’s supply of long-term care beds in has not kept pace with its aging
population:
• In 2007, the City contributed 17.2% of the approximately 15,300 beds provided
by all long-term care service providers in Toronto. The City’s supply was
equivalent to 1.5% of the population 75 years and over, and the number of
beds did not grow between 2000 and 2007, in spite of steady growth in the
elderly population (15.3% from 152,655 in 2000 to 176,107 in 2007). Ù
o Many seniors are choosing to remain in their own homes, but Toronto
still ranks 11th or 14 municipalities, in its supply of long-term beds from
all providers, and is not meeting the provincial standard of ensuring
long-term beds for 10% of the population 75 and older (the percentage
in 2007 was 8.7%, down from 8.8% in 2006) 152 Ø
Toronto neighbourhoods without access to healthy resources and activities are at
higher risk for diabetes:
• In 2008, 7.8% of Torontonians 12 years and older reported having been
diagnosed with diabetes (including gestational diabetes). The rate was
considerably higher than the provincial rate of 6.2%, and compared with 4.9% in
British Columbia, 4.7% in Alberta, 6% in Quebec and in 7.8% New Brunswick.
The Canadian rate was 5.9%. 153
• In a comprehensive 2007 Toronto neighbourhood study, researchers
demonstrated a clear link between high rates of type 2 diabetes and lower
household incomes, lower levels of walking and biking, poorer access to healthy
resources such as fresh fruit and vegetables and fewer parks and recreation
areas.
o Of the 10 Toronto neighbourhoods with the highest diabetes rates, 70%
lack access to parks, schoolyards and recreation centres; 70% have low
access to healthy resources and 100% are low income.
o 11 of Toronto’s 13 Priority areas have high diabetes rates (making up one
third (32%) of the 47 City neighbourhoods with the highest rates). 154
The number of City recreation programs increased in 2008, but for the second year
in a row, registrations didn’t:
• 459,420 people registered in the City’s recreation programs in 2008,
approximately the same number and proportion of age groups as in 2007 Ù
(7.9% were youth). The City offered 62,246 courses (an increase of 1,958 or 3%
over 2007).
o 3,800 students in the Toronto Catholic District School Board were
provided with free survival swimming lessons as part of the Swim to
Survive program offered in partnership with the Lifesaving Society. 155
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Environment:
The City faces daunting challenges in upgrading infrastructure and reestablishing a healthy urban environment
Toronto’s goal of living green requires major new funding to expand the urban
forest:
• There are 8,000 hectares (80 sq. km) of parklands in the City of Toronto (both
maintained and natural areas), constituting 18% of the area of the City (the
highest percentage of any of the 15 OMBI municipalities). Montreal, by
comparison is comprised of 17.7% parks, wooded areas and fallow land, and
11% of Vancouver is parkland. 156
o The Parks, Forestry and Recreation budget has grown by an average $10
million annually since 2003.× The 2009 budget of $246,347,000 (net) is
3.3% higher than 2008 and includes funding to operate new parklands
and public spaces, and maintain and expand the urban forest. 157 ×
o The City’s goal is to double the tree canopy by 2050. (30-40% tree
canopy is recommended for maintaining a healthy urban forest). The
current tree canopy is estimated at between 17.5% and 20%, including
about 3 million publicly owned trees. 158
o Urban Forestry’s current annual budget of $26,347,000 will need to be
almost doubled in the next 5 -10 years in order to achieve the target. 159
The City’s residential waste diversion rate is climbing slowly:
• Toronto diverted 44% of its residential waste in 2008. The increase of 2% over
2007 was offset by an increase in the total waste produced, so the amount still
going to landfills remained about the same (494,539 tonnes). Ù
o The goal of 70% waste diversion by 2010 is still a long way from being
met, although the City increased its solid waste management budget in
2009 to $320 million (a 15.7% increase from 2008). 160 ×
o The City faces far greater challenges than many smaller municipalities
because almost 50% of the population lives in multi-unit dwellings
(500,000 units compared to 480,000 single unit dwellings). The rate for
single unit waste diversion was 59% compared to 15% for multi-family
dwellings.
o In 2009, Toronto implemented the green bin program for townhouses,
including purchasing smaller vehicles to service those customers. 161
•

By 2006, 96% of households in the Toronto Region were able to access some
form of recycling (glass, paper, plastic or metal) and 99% of those with access
used at least one program. The rate of access for metropolitan areas across the
country was 93% with 97% of those with access making use of a program. 162
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•

Beginning in June 2009, the City of Toronto requires retailers to charge a
minimum of 5 cents per plastic bag distributed at the city’s checkouts, in order
to reduce the volume of plastic ending up in landfills and encourage the use of
reusable bags.
o 30% of Canadian households reported in 2007 that they always used
recycled or reusable bags for grocery shopping. Ontario had the highest
number of grocery shoppers using reusable or recycled bags or
containers. 163

Water usage continues to drop, but the City reckons with aging infrastructure, the
demands of future population growth and the potential impact of climate change:
• Torontonians consumed about 481 billion litres of water in 2008. That’s the
equivalent of filling about 200,000 Olympic-sized swimming pools. 1 164
•

Estimated residential water consumption (51% of the total City consumption)
dropped by 6.2% between 2007 and 2008, primarily due to a cooler, wetter
summer in 2008 and increased water rates (up by 9% in 2008 over 2007). 165 Ø

•

The water rate increase in part addresses the need for renewal of the water
system. In 2009 Toronto budgeted $488 million in capital funding (out of a $699
million budget) to bring its water system into a state of good repair. Water
revenue increases of 9% each year between 2009 and 2014 are required to fully
address the costs of upgrading infrastructure. 166
o The average age of the City’s more than 5,000 km of water mains is 54
years. 17% are 80 -100 years old and 6.5% are more than 100 years old.
City employees deal with about 1,500 water main breaks each year. The
sewer system is also old and deteriorating (average age of 8,600 km of
sewer pipes is 48 years). 167
o 80,000 Toronto homes have downspouts directly connected to the
sanitary/storm sewer system, which contribute to sewer backups and
waste-water bypassing treatment during severe rain storms (anticipated
to occur with increasing frequency as the climate changes). 168
o Stormwater is the single biggest stress on Toronto’s water resources,
causing damage to structures, erosion, loss of fish habitats, and risking
the health and livelihoods of residents. The City approved a 25-year plan
in 2003 to manage storm runoff and sewer overflows, with a projected
cost of $42 million annually, or just over $1 billion over 25 years. 169

The Toronto Region has yet to meet 2010 standards for Air Quality:
• There were 19 days in 2007 when ground-level ozone in the Toronto Region
exceeded threshold levels (the 7-year average was 21 days). Ù Industrial
emissions and vehicle exhaust are primary contributors. On 8 days in 2007,
levels of particulate matter in the air exceeded the provincial standard that is
expected to be achieved by 2010 (the average over 7 years was 11.3 days). Ø
Both ozone and particulate matter adversely affect people with respiratory
problems, as well as causing damage to vegetation and corroding metalwork. 170
1

An Olympic pool (25 metres x 50 metres x 2 metres) requires approximately 2.5 million litres of water).
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The City charts its progress in restoring the health of six major watersheds and
reversing centuries of pollution:
• Six major watersheds (the Rouge, the Don, the Humber, the Highland,
Etobicoke and Mimico), covering an area of 2,000 sq km and 3,000,000 people,
drain into Lake Ontario along the 45 km of Toronto waterfront. Almost half the
watershed area is urbanized, and will be under severe pressure as the
population of Toronto, Peel and York grows by an anticipated 1,200,000 (26%)
between 2006 and 2031. 171
•

In 2009, the City and Region published a progress report on its response to the
1987 federal designation of the region as an Area of Concern. The Remedial
Action Plan identifies a number of short and medium-term concrete actions that
will provide a framework for improving water quality and revitalizing the Toronto
waterfront, including:
o Instituting guidelines for the control of herbicides, salt and other
pollutants;
o Encouraging technologies such as green roofs to absorb rainwater;
o Creating and maintaining natural systems that link the waterfront with
river valleys and natural areas
o Enhancing habitat along the water’s edge. 172

•

A key priority for the City’s waterfront revitalization is restoring the mouth of the
Don River, and providing flood protection in the Port Lands area, including recreating habitat for native species and restoring wetlands that were lost to
Toronto 100 years ago. The third of three public forums was held in May 2009 to
discuss a preliminary design, and construction is expected to begin in 2011 or
2012 once environmental assessments are completed and a final plan
approved. 173

Most of Toronto’s beaches are still failing to meet provincial standards:
• Toronto’s beaches were open, on average, 68% of the time in 2008, a significant
reversal from 2007 (when beaches were open 85% of the season), Ø and far
below the provincial target of 95%. Only one beach (Gibraltar) met that
standard, posted for just 3 days. Three beaches were closed for close to half the
season. (Marie Curtis – 54.3%, Rouge – 43.6%, and Sunnyside – 48.9%),
although Toronto’s four most polluted beaches (including Bluffer’s Beach) were
closed on average, 40% of the time (down from 55% in 2006). 174 Ø
More than a dozen Toronto neighbourhoods face the double challenge of poverty
and high pollution levels:
• Toronto was identified in 2005 as the 5th highest of 37 census subdivisions in the
Great Lakes Basin that had high levels of air pollutants (released from facilities
that report to the National Pollutant Release Inventory). These toxic releases are
localized in many of the City’s poorer neighbourhoods (in just 11% of the City’s
500 census tracts). 17 neighbourhoods where poverty rates exceed the national
average, also have to contend with high levels of toxic air contaminants. Many of
those neighbourhoods are already identified by the City as Priority Areas. 175
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Toronto residents have greater access to local food, as farmers’ markets
proliferate:
• Farmers’ markets provide an opportunity for small farmers to market directly to
consumers in the City. In 2004 there were a dozen farmers’ markets in the City.
By 2009, 20 of the 139 members of Farmers’ Markets Ontario were situated in
Toronto (Ottawa has 6 markets, and Hamilton 3). 176 ×
Green building initiatives will save energy and reduce City costs and emissions:
• The Mayor’s Tower Renewal program, which aims to significantly improve the
energy efficiency of Toronto’s more than 1,000 concrete slab apartment towers,
has moved another step forward. Community energy plans are being developed
for three pilot sites in the west, east and north areas of the City. Tower renewal
planning will also look at enhancing access to parks and natural areas,
improvements to active transportation, use of local green technologies (and
local employment), and expansion of the tree canopy 177
•

In December 2008, the City adopted the Toronto Green Standard, a set of
performance standards for sustainable building design and construction, to
function in consort with its Better Buildings Partnership (BBP) - New Construction
Program, which provides design and construction incentives for developers to
exceed national energy efficiency standards by at least 25% and reduce
operating costs, greenhouse gas emissions and demands on infrastructure. New
condominiums built under the BBP program have achieved 45% greater energy
efficiency and new office buildings, 63%. × The programs, for which Toronto
was awarded a Canada’s Greenest Environmental Initiative award, are expected
to save the City $1.2 billion in infrastructure and health care costs over 25
years. 178

•

In April 2009, the Greening Greater Toronto initiative announced the formation
of a Green Procurement Leadership Council to tackle the issue of commercial
and public sector waste diversion (accounting for 64% of the Region’s waste and
almost half of the Region’s carbon emissions). 25 senior executives from major
Canadian corporate and public sector organizations will collaborate in sharing
best practices in accessing green products and services. 179

At the sidewalk level, Toronto makes a commitment to a cleaner and more
beautiful city:
• The City has begun implementing a major contract (awarded in 2007), to install
new coordinated street furniture. Over the next 20 years, Toronto’s sidewalks
and public places will be enhanced by the addition of:
o 12,500 new litter/recycling receptacles (6,000 in new locations)
o 2,000 new benches
o 20 automated public washrooms
o 5,000 new transit shelters (2,000 in new locations)
o 120 wayfinding/information posting structures. 180
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Housing:
The housing market weathers a recession, but lack of affordability threatens to
put more Toronto residents on the street
Annual house sales in the Toronto Region dropped for the first time in 10 years in
2008, although the market showed signs recovery in the spring of 2009:
• Annual housing sales for 2008 in the GTA were down by 25% from a record
93,193 sales in 2007. Ø The median sale price in December 2008 was $305,000
compared to $320,950 in December of the year before. Ø But by May 2009,
realtors reported their first monthly year-over-year increase since the end of
2007. Sales were up by 2% over May 2008 and in June, record sales represented
a 27% increase over the same month in 2007. ×
o The amount of leased space in the GTA (560,425 in July 2009 compared
to 1,017,518 in July 2008) reflects the generally slower pace of the
economy. 181 Ø
•

A key indicator of economic vigor is the number of building permits issued. The
number and value of residential and non-residential permits declined sharply in
the Toronto Region at the end of 2008 and into 2009. The total number of
dwelling units dropped by 41.7% for the period Jan - May 2009, from the same
period in 2008 (from 14,795 to 10,443). Ø The value of commercial construction
permits dropped by 3.7% in the first five months of 2009 and the estimated
value of industrial permits was more than double in the same period the year
before. Ø In May 2009, the value of building permits was at its highest level
since October 2008, attributable in large measure to increases in multi-family
dwelling permits and institutional permits in the education sector in Ontario. 182

•

There were 19,710 housing starts in the City of Toronto in 2008, more than
double the 8,854 in 2007. × Halfway through 2009, housing starts were
dramatically lower, down 45.7% from June 2008 to 2,401 starts for the month,
compared to 4,623 the year before. 183 Ø

Toronto’s housing affordability challenges:
o Over 200,000 households in core housing need (Toronto and Vancouver
are the Canadian cities with the highest proportions of people living in
inadequate, unsuitable and unaffordable housing); 184
o More than 100,000 residents paying more than 50% of their income in
rent;
o A $4,000 per year “shelter gap” between the cost of appropriate
housing and what the poorest Toronto households can afford. (TD
Economics estimates that those in the bottom 20% of the income range
need an average of $4,000 more annually to afford decent housing);
o More than 50,000 households needing to move immediately into social
housing, and facing a five- to ten-year wait. 185
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•

At the beginning of 2009, Toronto’s 33 affordable rental housing projects, in
various stages of development, promised to provide 3,312 new affordable
housing units. 821 units had been completed and another 1,026 were under
construction, but almost half (1,465) were still in the development stage. 186

•

The federal/provincial Affordable Housing Program, the Homelessness
Partnering Strategy and the Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program are all
set to expire in 2009. Withdrawal of federal social housing funding ($62 million
annually by 2018 and $170 million by 2029) leaves the City with few resources,
given its limited ability to generate new revenue. 187 Ø

•

The Toronto Region ranks 190th internationally and 29th in Canada for housing
affordability according to the 2009 Demographia International Housing
Affordability Survey. With median housing prices 4.8 times median household
incomes, the rating puts Toronto in the category of seriously unaffordable.
Thunder Bay and Winnipeg rank in the top 5 affordable Canadian cities and in
the top 20 globally. 188

Vacancy rates drop in the Region and decent affordable housing eludes many:
• The vacancy rate for a two-bedroom apartment in the Toronto Region dropped
to 2.4% in April 2009 from 2.8% the previous year. Ø Windsor was the major
Canadian centre with the highest vacancy rate (15.5%), while Winnipeg (0.9%),
Quebec City (0.6%) and Regina (0.7%) posed the greatest challenge for wouldbe renters. 189
•

27% of households in the Toronto Region were spending more than 30% of
their income on shelter costs in 2005 (the latest census period), up from 21.5%
in 2000 (a 26% increase in five years). × Equal only to the Vancouver rate, that’s
almost 10 percentage points above the national average (17.8%), and well
above the rates in the provinces of BC (22.8%) and Ontario (20.8%). 190

•

Many more renters are in unaffordable housing. Close to half of all renters
(46.4%) in the Region were spending more than 30% of total income on housing
in 2005, although the percentage increase from 2000 (10%) was not as great as
for homeowners. × The rate exceeded provincial averages for Ontario (44.6%),
Nova Scotia (45.2%) and BC (43.7%) as well as the national rate (40.3%). 191

The affordable options available to Toronto’s low-income renters are narrowing,
and the percentage of rental housing stock in need of major repairs is growing
rapidly:
• In the mid-1990s, for every 2 low-income families, there was approximately 1
moderate-rent unit of suitable size available on the Toronto market. By 20042006 there were about 7 such families for every 1 unit available. ×
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•

Toronto's rental apartment stock largely dates from 1955 -1980. In 2009, 20% of
rental apartments in the City (excluding condominium rentals) are 50 years old
or older; only a decade from now, almost 60% will be. × The City risks an even
greater squeeze on affordable housing unless these apartments can be
refurbished without the landlords raising rents. 192

•

A disproportionate number of Aboriginal people in the City of Toronto (12.4%)
were living in homes needing major repairs in 2006 (down somewhat from
14.3% in 2001, Ø but compared with 5.7% of the non-Aboriginal population).
7.8% of the total City housing units, and 6% of the wider Region’s dwellings
required major repairs. 193

•

The active waiting list for social housing increased by 6% in 2008 to 52,257
households.× Although the number of applicants housed also increased to
4,872 (536 more households, or 12% higher than in 2007), × it would still take
more than 13 years to accommodate every household on the current list.
Meanwhile, new and reactivated applications to the wait list were up by 9% over
2007. ×
o The total number of households with dependents, waiting for subsidized
housing was relatively unchanged in 2008 from the year prior, Ù but
38.4% lower than the 2003 figure. 194 Ø

The emergency shelter occupancy rate rose almost 30% in Toronto in 2008:
• On average, more than one thousand people (1,069) took refuge in the City’s
family shelters (including motels) every night during 2008. The number was up
by 29.4% from 2007, × but still lower than the peak average of 1,918 people in
2001.Ø
o The three most common reasons for needing emergency shelter are
abuse, eviction and being a newcomer to Canada. 195
•

The average number of single adults and youth using the shelter system per
night in 2008 was 2,813 (a 4% decrease from 2003). Ø
o Gay, lesbian, bi-sexual and transgendered youth are disproportionately
represented in the homeless population across Canada, and face higher
risks of violence, health challenges, and hunger. 196

Tough economic times mean that more Toronto residents are facing potential
eviction:
• The number of Rent Bank loans provided to people who are in arrears in their
rent increased by 34% in the first half of 2009, compared to the same period in
2008. ×
•

The number of calls to the Tenant Hotline with questions regarding eviction also
increased by 11% in the first quarter of 2009, compared to the same period the
previous year. 197 ×
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Getting off the street into housing improves the quality of life of the homeless and
proves to be less costly for the City:
• Since 2005, the City has helped 2,200 people make a transition from life on the
street to being housed, through its Streets to Homes (S2H) program. The
program has been acknowledged as effective in helping ‘rough sleepers’ move
into what housing exists in the low-end rental market. About two-thirds of those
housed report an improvement in health, personal security and level of stress.
However, not all clients have fared well, and concern over a drop in rental
vacancy rates reinforces the need for the more durable solutions anticipated in
Toronto’s forthcoming long-term affordable housing strategy. 198
o An analysis of the program, carried out in 2009, found that residents
housed through the program are much less likely to use costly
emergency services such as ambulance and police services, and that
providing affordable housing costs less on average ($23 per day) than
use of shelters ($69), jails ($142) and hospitals ($665) by the homeless. 199
o In 2008, The Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation awarded
Toronto’s Streets to Homes program with the Housing Award for Best
Practice in Affordable Housing. The program has also received a United
Nations World Habitat Award for international best practice in
housing. 200
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Safety:
Most Torontonians feel safe in their neighbourhoods, and violent crime rates
continue to fall
Toronto Region was well below the national average, as both the volume and
overall severity of crime fell in 2008 for the fifth year in a row:
• Total reported criminal offenses continued to drop in the City of Toronto, down
6% in 2008 over the previous year to 6,689 offenses per 100,000 population
(excluding traffic offenses). 201 Ø
•

The Toronto Region’s overall crime rate (3,998 per 100,000 population) was the
lowest, in 2008, of any of Canada’s 33 metropolitan centres (100,000 people
and over) and also fell 6% over the year prior. Ø
o Only 4 metropolitan centres ranked lower on the overall Crime Severity
Index (Quebec, Barrie, Saguenay and Guelph). Toronto’s ranking of 64.2
was 6% below that reported in 2007. 202 Ø

•

There were fewer reported violent crimes for the third consecutive year in
Toronto (a 3.3% decline to 32,648 in 2008, representing about 1000 fewer
crimes). The rate dropped to 1,198 per 100,000 population, lower than at any
point in the last 10 years. 203 Ø
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Chart: Violent Crime Rate in the City of Toronto, 1998 – 2008

•

Despite the intense media spotlight on specific cases of youth violence, the
number of young offenders charged with violent crime in Toronto, as a
percentage of the total charged, remains stable at 15.8% (the ten-year average
is 15.4%). Ù

•

983 violent crimes were reported for every 100,000 people in the Toronto
Region in 2008, (6% fewer than in 2007) Ø and the Region dropped 5% on the
violent crime severity index to 95.8 Ø (compared to the national rate of 94.6).
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The rate has been expanded to include crimes not previously reported, such as
uttering threats and forcible confinement. The Toronto Region ranks in the top
10 among 33 metropolitan centres. The major metropolitan centres of Calgary
(781) Kitchener (884) and Ottawa (781) reported lower rates in 2008. 204
•

There were 70 homicides in Toronto in 2008 (the same number as in 2006 and a
16.7% drop from the 84 reported in 2007). Ø The homicide rate of 2.5 murders
per 100,000 people has remained relatively stable over more than 15 years Ù
(slightly higher than the national rate of 1.8). Homicide rates were highest in the
western Canadian cities of Abbotsford-Mission (4.7), Winnipeg (4.1), Regina
(3.8), Edmonton (3.4) and Kelowna (3.4). 205
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5 young offenders (aged 12-17) were charged with murder in 2008, one
third the number charged in 2007, Ø and below the ten-year average of
6.3. Ø
At the end of July 2009, 31 people had been murdered in the City
(compared to 38 in 2008 and 49 in 2007), putting it on track to achieve
the lowest homicide level since 1999 when there were 48 murders by the
year’s end. 206 Ø
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Toronto’s homicide locations highlight the link between poverty and violence: 207
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•

Police are crediting the Toronto Anti-Violence Intervention Strategy (TAVIS) with
lowering levels of lethal violence. The provincially funded program deploys
additional officers in troubled neighbourhoods and has led to more than 14,000
arrests since 2006. Strategies employed by police are intended to strengthen
community relations and create long-term impacts, rather than simply shifting
violent crime into new neighbourhoods. 208

•

153 Hate/bias criminal incidents were reported to Toronto police in 2008, up
from 130 the year before. That number is still well below the ten-year average of
194.2.
o The most targeted group remained the Jewish community; representing
only 4% of the population, but 30% of hate/bias crimes, and the majority
of mischief offenses (e.g. graffiti);
o The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) community was the
victim of the majority of violent hate/bias crimes (and 22% of the total),
most commonly assaults and threats;
o Reporting of hate/bias by the LGBT community doubled in 2008 (over
2007). The Toronto Police Service is crediting the rise in the number of
reports to a new campaign, Reduce Homophobic Violence Period
(RHVP), launched in partnership with community groups and community
service providers, to raise public awareness and provide educational
resources.
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o

The Black community was the primary target of reported hate/bias
crimes targeting race (18% of the total), although reported incidents
dropped by more than half between 2006 and 2008 (from 59 to 27). 209

•

The Regional rate of 5.0 reported hate/bias crimes in 2007 (4.9 in the City of
Toronto) was almost twice the Canadian rate (2.7), although lower than the rates
in Calgary (8.0) and Ottawa (6.0).
o Rates for these and other such crimes may well be significantly higher.
Data from the General Social Survey, carried out every 5 years in Canada,
tends to confirm that only about one third of criminal victimizations are
reported to police. 210

•

Property crimes dropped in the City by 6.4% in 2008. ØThere were fewer break
and enter crimes against businesses and apartments, although 3.7% more
homes were the target of robberies or attempted robberies (5,071 in 2008
compared to 4,888 in 2007). ×
o 1700 fewer vehicles were stolen in the City in 2008, a 21% drop in a year.
Ø
o Youth accounted for half of all those charged with robbery in 2008
(compared to 26% in 2007). × Only 3% of those charged in 2008 were
45 years or older. 211

Most Torontonians feel safe in their own neighbourhoods, and less sure about the
safety of the rest of the City:
• In 2007, over 90% of respondents to a Toronto Police Service poll felt their
neighbourhoods were very safe or reasonably safe (up from 86%) in 2006 and
74% in 2000). × Age, gender and visible minority status did not significantly
affect responses. However, just over 80% felt that the city in general, was safe.
These differences in perception are perhaps due to the fact that residents rely
on media (which focuses on incidents of violent crime) to judge the City’s safety.
o Concerns about crime, guns, gangs, litter and drugs all diminished
slightly over the year. Ø The three areas where levels of concern rose
were noise, vandalism and graffiti. 212 ×
o A 2008 Angus Reid poll found that just over half the residents in the GTA
felt their city was just as safe now as a year ago. 55% believed that their
neighbourhood was just as safe. 31% said that their neighbourhood was
less safe. 213
•

Most students in Toronto’s secondary schools report that they feel safe in and
around their school at any time of the day (86% in 2007 and 2006; 85% in
2001). 214 Ù
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Members of gangs are more likely to commit violent crimes than at-risk
populations who avoid gang membership:
• There are between 100 and 160 youth gangs across the City of Toronto (about
double the number in 2000), based on police estimates. × Their longevity,
ethnic composition, and size vary considerably. Gangs tend to actively recruit
within high schools and members are relatively young (13-30). 215
o Youth gang members are two to seven times more likely to commit
serious violent crimes as their at-risk peers who are not gang members,
and most are likely to own a lethal weapon. 216
o One third of residents and business owners in the City’s 13 Priority Areas
reported that gang activity had increased in their neighbourhood in the
year and a half prior to a 2007 survey. 217
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Gap Between Rich and Poor :
Toronto is becoming increasingly unequal, and if current trends persist, middle
income neighbourhoods will continue to disappear
Poverty is increasingly concentrated geographically in Toronto:
• In 2005, the City identified 13 Priority Areas (PAs) for particular investment
aimed at building stronger, healthier neighbourhoods. The results of the 2006
Census indicate some of the ongoing challenges:
o The 13 neighbourhoods had higher numbers of populations vulnerable
to poverty than the City averages: visible minorities (66.2% vs. 46.4%),
lone parent families (25% vs. 20.3%) and recent immigrants (14.4% vs.
10.7%).
o The percentage low-income rate (after-tax) was 24.1%, compared to
19.4% for the City; one neighbourhood sustained a 30.4% low income
rate.
o The percentage of the population younger than 16 and older than 64
was 33.1%, compared to 30.5% for the City as a whole. 6 of the 13 areas
had rates of growth in this ‘dependent’ (higher risk) population that were
much
higher than the City average (one area experienced 10.2% growth in five
years, compared to a -1.1% growth rate for the City). 218
•

Toronto risks becoming a City of even fewer middle income neighbourhoods, as
wealth and poverty become more clustered in three ‘cities.’ 219
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The income ratio between the poorest and richest ten percent of the population is
the highest in the country, although the latest census confirmed small but
encouraging signs of progress:
• Families in the top 10% of the Toronto Region’s population received 10.55
times the money income (earnings plus other sources of income such as
pensions) than those in the lowest 10% in 2006. In current dollars, that was
$167,000 vs. $15,800. The ratio grew by 3.3% between 2001 and 2006. × In
Vancouver, the ratio between the top and bottom percentiles was 10.06. 220
•

The median pre-tax income for couple families in the City of Toronto in 2006
was $60,500 (compared to the Canadian median of $70,400). For Toronto’s
111,570 low-income couple families median incomes were only $15,800 (based
on Statistics Canada’s Low income Measure, which adjusts income according to
family size). This compares to a Canadian median income of $17,600).
o Toronto’s 128,800 lone parent families struggled with a median income
of $31,800 in 2006 (compared to the Canadian median of $33,000). For
52,820 low-income lone parent families in the City, the median income in
2006 was $15,500 (across Canada it was $15,900). 221

Focused investment in some of Toronto’s poorest neighbourhoods may be starting
to make a difference:
• After 30 years of persistent decreases in average individual incomes, (as a
percentage of the Regional average) more than 50 census tracts (comprising
10% of the City), including parts of some of Toronto’s poorest neighbourhoods
(the 13 Priority Areas) began to show increases in incomes between 2000 and
2005. 222 ×
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The clear link between low income and poor health outcomes underscores
Inequality in the City of Toronto:
• Residents in low-income neighbourhoods are at greater risk of illness, chronic
disease and premature death. Low income is linked to other factors, such as
immigration status, family structure and educational attainment and all of these
interact to create significant health inequalities between Toronto’s wealthier and
poorer neighbourhoods. Toronto Public Health has demonstrated that the
difference is not just between extreme wealth and poverty, but that every
increase in income is accompanied by an increase in positive health outcomes.
o If all Torontonians were as healthy as those in the highest income group,
there would be:
• nearly 1,100 (18%) fewer deaths every year
• nearly 1,000 (46%) fewer teen pregnancies, and
• 30,000 (about 13%) fewer male smokers. 223
One third of Toronto’s young children are living in poverty in the City’s poorer
neighbourhoods:
• 32.3% of children aged 0-5 were living in families that were below the Statistics
Canada’s Low Income Cut-Off (LICO) in the City of Toronto, according to the
2006 census (a 3% increase from 2001). × The City is home to 42% of young
children in the GTA, but a disproportionate 60% of the region’s poor children
(Peel is next with 21%, York has 10%, Durham has 6% and Halton 3%).
•

Child poverty is unevenly distributed across the City’s neighbourhoods. Almost
half (46%) have child poverty rates at or above the City average (compared to
38% in 2001), × clustered in a horseshoe around the wealthier central and
south-west neighbourhoods. One quarter of all neighbourhoods saw child
poverty rates rise significantly (by as much as 45% between 2001-2006). 224 ×

Full-time Aboriginal workers are closing the earnings gap, but unemployment
and poverty rates in the Region’s population are still high:
• In 2006, the census identified 26,575 Aboriginal persons (First Nations, Métis,
and Inuit) living in the Toronto Region (a 31% increase in five years and 0.5% of
the total population of the Region). ×
o Aboriginal children were more than twice as likely to live with a lone
mother than their non-Aboriginal peers (34% vs. 14%) and 32% of
Aboriginal children were living in poverty (compared to 23% of nonAboriginal children);
o Aboriginal youth (15-24) had lower school attendance than nonAboriginal youth (64% vs. 73%) but are more likely to return to school
later in life. 22% of Aboriginal women (35 years or older) were attending
school in 2006, compared to 17% of non-Aboriginal women in the age
group.
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o

The median earnings for Aboriginal people in the Region (working fulltime full-year) were over 90% of the earnings of non-Aboriginal workers
(94% in 2005 up from 90% in 2000), × but the unemployment rate in the
core working age population (15-54) was 8%, compared with 5.4% for
the non-Aboriginal population, and the earnings of 27% of all Aboriginal
people were less than the low-Income cut-off (LICO), compared to 18%
of non-Aboriginal people. 225

Recession forces more Torontonians to rely on assistance:
• The number of people in the City of Toronto receiving Ontario Works assistance
(welfare) rose by nearly 10,000 between February 2008 and February 2009 (up
13% to 83,915). × By May 2009, that number had risen to 87,450. 226 ×
•

Food Bank use in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) has increased dramatically in
a year (9% in the City of Toronto, to 873,954 visits and 8% overall in the region):
o In the January-March 2009 period 17% more people visited food banks
than in the same period the year before; ×
o 41% of newer visitors (6 months or less) came because of job loss or
reduced work hours. 11% were unable to access social assistance
because they were living on savings;
o 30% of households using food banks have at least one person employed
o 77% of users go into debt to meet basic needs and over half have sold
assets or property to pay their bills;
o 22% have graduated from college or university, including immigrants
who cannot find work in their field;
o 35% are children (about the same number as a year ago); and
o 41% are single adults (the largest household type using food banks). 42%
of adult users go hungry at least once a week. 227

•

The average cost of basic nutritious food for a family of four in the City of
Toronto (calculated by Toronto Public Health) rose in 2008 to $590/month (an
increase of 9.4% over two years). × Even with the increase in minimum wage to
$8.75/ hour and a 2% increase in social assistance rates in 2008 (Ontario Works
and Ontario Disability Support Program (ODSP) ×:
o a family of four receiving social assistance would need to spend 33% of
its income to buy nutritious food and 72% for rent, leaving minus
$83.00/month for all other basic needs;
o a single person receiving old age security would have $129 left for basic
needs after paying for rent and food;
o a family of four with one minimum wage earner would have $305 to pay
for items such as transportation, telephone, clothing and school supplies;
o a single person on (ODSP) would have $79.00 left after paying for rent
and food. 228
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•

The City is responding to increasing pressures on neighbourhoods. The
approved 2009 budget, contains new service initiatives, including $1 million to:
o expand Student Nutrition Programs to serve an additional 5,644 children
and 3,147 youth (a 7.2% and 25% increase respectively over 2008 levels);
×
o create 12 new and 24 enhanced programs for at-risk groups × (youth,
seniors, women and Aboriginal youth) in Priority Area
neighbourhoods. 229

•

Schools are key hubs of community activity and programming outside classroom
hours. For the past five years, the Ontario government has been engaged in a
program to increase community access to schools (including investments of $33
million in 2008 – a 65% increase over 2007 – to lower fees and increase access
equity). × In 2007 the government launched its Focus on Youth program, which
included free access to schools in high-need areas in Toronto. In May 2009, 77
priority schools in the Toronto District School Board were approved (at a cost of
$2,600,000) to provide free after- hours access to not-for-profit groups. 230
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Leadership, Civic Engagement and Belonging:
Sense of belonging grows in Toronto, but the Region’s diversity is still not
reflected in its leadership
Most Torontonians feel they belong to their local community, but discrimination
erodes a sense of identification with Canada:
• 65.6% of Torontonians feel a strong or somewhat strong sense of belonging to
their local community, an increase of 7.4 percentage points between 2005 and
2008 (and equivalent to the national average).× Continuing an established
trend, the percentage in 2008 was highest among 12 -19 year-olds (79.6%,
compared to 75.6% for Canada as a whole) and lowest among 34 - 44 year-olds
(at 61.6% slightly lower than the national average of 62.7%). 231
o Sense of belonging to one’s local community varies widely across the
country. The Toronto average was higher in 2008 than in Calgary
(53.4%), Montreal (58.3%) or Vancouver (62.9%), but much lower than in
King’s County PEI (77%) or the Central Newfoundland district (85%). 232
•

A recent study points to much lower levels of feelings of belonging among
Canadian-born minorities. Black recent immigrants have high levels of
volunteerism, but that level drops for those in the second generation. Nationally,
65% of recent Black immigrants, 70% of South Asian immigrants and 52% of
Chinese immigrants felt they belonged in Canada. In the second generation
those numbers had dropped to 37%, 50% and 44% respectively (based on
analysis of the 2002 Statistics Canada Ethnic Diversity Survey). The greater the
discrimination faced, the more someone was likely not to identify themselves as
Canadian. 233

Just under one quarter of the Toronto Region’s residents declare charitable
donations, and about half have volunteered during the last 12 months:
• Slightly under one quarter of tax filers (24%) declared charitable donations in the
Toronto Region in 2007, down from 25% in 2006. Ù The percentage of the
region’s tax filers making donations was equivalent to the national rate but 1.7%
below the provincial rate. 234
•

The median donation dropped slightly in the Region (from $360 to $350 – in
current dollars), Ø but rose to $390 in the City of Toronto× (56% higher than the
national level of $250). This donation level is equaled by the City of Kelowna
and only Wolfville has a higher median level of giving at $490. Median
donations by City residents have increased in value almost 40% since 2000. 235 ×

•

Charitable giving is linked to volunteering. About 46% of the population aged
15 and over, volunteered during the 2007 year (about the same as in 2004 - the
previous reporting period). Ù Young Canadians with higher educational levels
and incomes are the most likely to volunteer, although seniors with higher
educational levels and lower household incomes are likely to contribute the
most volunteer hours.
o Almost one quarter (23%) use the Internet in some way, as part of their
volunteering (compared to 20% in 2004). ×
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o

The top 25% of donors (who gave $364 or more in 2007) who also
volunteered, accounted for 14% of the population, but contributed 59%
of total donations and 40% of total volunteer hours. 236

The not-for-profit sector confronts economic uncertainty and a challenging
regulatory environment:
• At the beginning of 2009, agencies in general in the GTA not-for-profit sector
indicated that they were not yet significantly impacted by the economic
downturn, although social service organizations were reporting increased
demand for services as a result of job losses. 237
•

Ontario not-for-profits are hampered by a maze of regulatory requirements and
limits on the development of new revenue streams through the creation of social
enterprise (charities in Ontario are prevented from owning more than 10% of a
business). The City of Toronto is unique in Ontario in carrying out a joint review
with its social service agencies and implementing a multi-year funding stream
with annual cost-of-living increments, reducing the administrative load and
providing agencies with longer-term stability. 238

Visible minorities are under-represented in most leadership positions in the
Greater Toronto area:
• A number of high-performing organizations in the GTA have made diversity a
strategic priority, but in all sectors, visible minorities represent on average, just
13% of the region’s leadership.
o In 2008, visible minorities represented just 3% of boards of directors and
5% of senior executives in the region’s corporate sector, compared with
14% of boards of directors and 8% of senior executives in the voluntary
sector;
o The education sector is the most diverse, with visible minorities
comprising:
 19% of principals and vice-principals in the Toronto District
School Board;
 21% of regional school board trustees;
 27% of boards of governors and 20% of executives in GTA
colleges;
However, there were no visible minority appointments identified among
School Directors across 6 school boards in Toronto, York and Peel
regions.
o In the public sector, there are signs of progress, but some distance to go.
31% of the membership on Toronto regional government agencies,
boards and commissions are visible minorities (compared to 22% of
appointments in 2004); × as well as 10% of senior officers, 17% of all
officers and 22% of civilians with Toronto Police Services (compared to
47% of the City’s population). 239
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The City is making progress in reflecting the diversity of the community in its
workforce and in appointments to Agencies, Boards, Commissions and
Corporations (ABCCs):
• Appointments of women to the governing bodies of agencies increased from
30% in 2004, to 47% 2007 and 49% in 2008. ×The appointment rate of visible
minorities increased from 22% in 2004 to 30% in 2007 and 31% in 2008. ×
Youth appointments increased from 4% in 2007 to 7% in 2008. × Aboriginal
people, seniors, people with disabilities, and members of the LGBT (Lesbian
Gay Bi-sexual Transgender) community are still under-represented on ABCCs. 240
Ù
o In 2009, Toronto established an Office of Civic Engagement to increase
the diversity of representation in the City’s decision-making processes.
•

The City of Toronto’s goal is to achieve a workforce that reflects the diversity of
the community. In 2007, 36% of non-unionized employees were women, 17%
were visible minorities and 3% were people with disabilities. Aboriginal peoples
represented less than 1% of the non-unionized workforce. 241

Just over half the eligible voters in the City of Toronto voted in the 2008 federal
election:
• One indicator of a community’s sense of civic engagement, is the number of
people who turn out to vote. 56.7% of eligible voters in Toronto elected to vote
in the federal election of 2008. Ø The turnout was 2.2 percentage points below
the national average (58.8%) and 1.9 points below the provincial average
(58.6%), but slightly better than the Regional turnout (56.1%). By comparison, in
2006 the City turnout was 65.3% (higher than the national average of 64.7%).
The average voter turnout for the past four elections was 59.5% in Toronto and
61.4% across the country. 242
o A Dominion Institute survey conducted just prior to the 2008 federal
election found that the number of young voters (aged 18-25) who said
they were definitely going to vote was down 7% from the last election.Ø
(Less than 44% of voters under 24 voted in the 2006 federal election).
Only 10% said that they believed their vote did not matter, and 11% did
not care, but close to one-third of young voters (30%) felt that they did
not know enough. 243
o Less than 40% of eligible voters have turned out to vote in the last two
civic elections in Toronto (about 39% of voters in 2003 and in 2006).
However, this is an increase from the 33.9% who voted in 1991. 244 ×
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Glossary
Affordable housing The cost of adequate shelter should not exceed 30% of household
income. Housing which costs less than this is considered affordable.
(Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC) definition) Subsidized housing (sometimes
called social housing), is housing that receives some form of government or not-forprofit subsidy. Forms of subsidized housing include some housing co-ops (with rent
geared to income for low income residents, or housing geared to specific low income
groups such as seniors or artists), public housing (where the government directly
manages the property) and rent supplements (paid to landlords). Tenants must
generally meet eligibility requirements for subsidized housing.
Business establishment An establishment refers to any business or firm location. Some
businesses, such as a restaurant chain, may have a number of establishments at
different locations.
Census Family Statistics Canada defines the Census Family in the following manner: 1)
couples (married or common-law) living in the same dwelling, with or without children;
and 2) lone-parents (male or female) with one or more children. The residual population
is called "persons not in census families" and is made up of persons living alone and of
persons living in a household but who are not part of a couple family or lone-parent
family.
Child Poverty Children are defined as living in poverty when they are a part of low
income families (see the definition of low income families included in the Low Income
Measure below).
City-funded Arts and Culture Organization A City-funded organization is one that
receives an annual municipal operating grant.
Core Housing Need Households are said to be in core housing need if they are
occupying housing that falls below any of three dwelling standards: adequacy – not
requiring major repairs, suitability – enough bedrooms for the size and make-up of
resident household, or affordability – not requiring the household to spend 30% or
more of their before-tax income to pay for the median rent of alternative local market
housing,. (from the CMHC Canada Housing Observer 2008)
Crime Severity Index The new police-reported Crime Severity Index (PRCSI) was
introduced in the spring of 2009 to enable Canadians to track changes in the severity of
police-reported crime from year to year. The police-reported crime rate, which
measures changes in the volume of crime, counts each criminal incident equally. As a
result, the rate is dominated by high volume, less-serious offences.
The police-reported Crime Severity Index measures changes in the severity of crime
from year to year. Each type of offence is assigned a weight derived from actual
sentences handed down by courts in all provinces and territories. Weights are
calculated using the five most recent years of available sentencing data. More serious
crimes are assigned higher weights, less serious offences lower weights. As a result,
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when all crimes are included, more serious offences have a greater impact on changes
in the Index.
In contrast to the PRCR, which is a rate per 100,000 population, the PRCSI is an index
where the base year in 2006 is equal to 100. Data for the Index are available back to
1998 only.
(from Juristat, Police-reported crime statistics in Canada, 2008. Statistics Canada catalogue no. 85-002-X)

Low Income Cutoff (LICO) The LICO is defined as the income levels at which 70 % or
more of a family’s before tax income is spent on food, shelter and clothing. It takes into
account the total family income, the number of people supported by that income and
the population size of the municipality where they live.
Statistics Canada. (2006). Census Data Dictionary www12.statcan.ca/english/census06/reference/dictionary/
fam020.cfm.

Low Income Measure (LIM) The Low Income Measure is a relative measure of low
income. LIMs are a fixed percentage (50%) of adjusted median family income where
adjusted indicates a consideration of family needs. The family size adjustment used in
calculating the Low Income Measures reflects the precept that family needs increase
with family size. For the LIM, each additional adult, first child (regardless of age) in a
lone-parent family, or child over 15 years of age, is assumed to increase the family’s
needs by 40% of the needs of the first adult. Each child less than 16 years of age (other
than the first child in a lone-parent family), is assumed to increase the family’s needs by
30% of the first adult. A family is considered to be low income when their income is
below the Low Income Measure (LIM) for their family type and size.
Median The median equals the mid-point in distribution of a number of values being
studied where one half is above and the other half below. The Average, equals the sum
of all the values, divided by the number of values being studied. Average values can
be misleading. For example, in a population of ten people, if one person earns $1
million and 9 earn $30,000, the average income would be $127,000. However, the
median income in the sample would be $30,000.
Money Income Money Income includes income from earnings as well as income from
such sources as pensions, annuities, RRIF withdrawals, alimony and child support.
Ontario Municipal Benchmarking Initiative (OMBI) The Ontario Municipal
Benchmarking Initiative is a partnership project to push for service excellence in
municipal government. The 15 participating municipalities (providing regional services
to more than 9.3 million residents or 73% of Ontario’s population) work together to
identify and share performance statistics and operational best practices.
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Priority Areas In 2005, the City’s Strong Neighbourhoods Task Force recommended
the designation of 13 areas of the City that faced particular economic and social
challenges (low income, high levels of unemployment, high numbers of recent
immigrants, etc.) for particular attention and investment. These 13 Priority Areas are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

#1Jamestown
#2 Jane-Finch
#3 Malvern
#4 Kingston-Galloway
#5 Lawrence Heights
#6 Steeles-L'Amoreaux
#7 Eglinton East-Kennedy Park
#8 Crescent Town
#9 Weston-Mt. Dennis
#10 Dorset Park
#11 Scarborough Village
#12 Flemingdon Park-Victoria Village
#13 Westminster-Branson

Recent Immigrant
Recent immigrants refer to those who arrived in Canada in the
five years between January 1, 2001and Census Day, May 16, 2006. Established
immigrants are those who have resided in Canada 10 years or more.
Quality of Life Reporting System (QOLRS) Led by the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities (FCM), the Quality of Life Reporting System (QOLRS) measures, monitors
and reports on social, economic and environmental trends in Canada’s largest cities and
communities. Starting with 16 municipalities in 1996, the QOLRS has grown to 24
communities in 7 provinces.
(from the Federation of Canadian Municipalities website)

Visible Minority
Visible minority refers to whether or not a person, under criteria
established by the Employment Equity Act, is non-Caucasian in race or non-white in
colour. Under the Act, an Aboriginal person is not considered to be a Visible Minority.
Statistics Canada Definition: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/definitions/minority-minorite1-eng.htm
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